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Chapter 1

1.1

Organic solar cells

1.1.1

Introduction

The increasing price of petrol, the greenhouse effect and the high-energy
demands of current society have lead to a huge interest in renewable energy. The
demands on any new energy source are high efficiency, low cost, easy processing,
and the need to decrease the ecological load associated with energy generation. One
of the options is to convert sunlight directly into electricity using solar cells.
Conventional crystalline silicon solar cells have reached an efficiency of 25%, 1
however their production is far from environmentally friendly. Moreover, the
production of pure silicon is energetically demanding and thus expensive. 2
On the other hand, organic solar cells processed from solution are easy and
cheap to produce and, moreover, they can be built up on flexible substrates,
expanding the range of applicability. 3,4 Despite skepticism their efficiency has
reached 7.6% in 2009. 5- 7,8 Figure 1.1 shows the progress in efficiency over the last
15 years. Currently many groups in the world are pursuing different approaches to
further improve organic solar cells based on, e.g., dyes, small molecules and
polymers. The latter can be divided into two subgroups: polymers mixed with
fullerenes and polymers mixed with another polymer. Besides attractive material
properties, the power of polymers is the relative ease to manipulate their chemical
structure. This allows, to a certain extent, the tailoring of materials with desired
electronic and/or mechanical properties. At present, realistic estimates of ultimate
power conversion efficiency for single-junction cells are about 12%. 9 – 11
The device architecture has evolved from very ineffective diodes based on a
single material, to stacked layers of two different materials to bulk heterojunctions
in which two materials are intimately mixed. The limitation of single material
diodes lays in the large Coulomb binding energy between the photocreated electron
and hole of approximately 0.5 eV. This ‘exciton binding energy’ is much larger
than the thermal energy at typical operating conditions. To obtain free charges in a
conjugated polymer, an effective exciton dissociation mechanism is therefore
required. It has been shown that exciton dissociation can be efficient at interfaces
between suitably chosen materials with different ionization potentials and electron
affinities. In this process, which is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 1.2, the
electron is transferred to the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of the
material with higher electron affinity and the hole to the HOMO (highest occupied
molecular orbital) of the material with lower ionization potential. 12 The former
material is the electron acceptor and the latter is the electron donor material. In
heterojunction diodes both materials are utilized to get more effective exciton
dissociation. A mere deposition of accepting material on top of donor material, the
2
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so-called linear bilayer, gives rise to a significant photocurrent under illumination. 13
However, the generation of charges is limited by the finite distance the exciton can
travel before recombining. In 1994 and 1995 the groups of A. J. Heeger and R. H.
Friend have shown a new approach to the fabrication of organic solar cells. 14- 17
They succeeded to increase the efficiency of polymer:fullerene and polymer:polymer
organic solar cells by blending two materials before spin coating. In this manner,
the effective interaction area between donor and acceptor increases from a
geometrically planar interface to an interface that effectively includes the entire
bulk of the device, which leads to an internal quantum efficiency approaching
100%.3,6
In addition to charge generation, charge transport also strongly influences
device performance. The phase-separated morphology increases the probability that
the photogenerated electrons and holes are collected before they recombine,
provided that uninterrupted percolation pathways to the electrodes exist. Hence, a
compromise between a well-blended morphology, which provides efficient exciton
dissociation, and a large-scale phase separation, which provides efficient charge
transport, has to be found. The resulting structure is commonly referred to as an
organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) and is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 1.2.
8
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Figure 1.1: Progress in efficiency of polymer:fullerene BHJ during the past 15 years.

The focus of this thesis is on the role of the nanoscale morphology in the
performance of polymer:fullerene BHJ. Experimentally, the gap between the
nanoscale morphology and the macroscale performance is bridged by scanning
kelvin probe microscopy, conductive atomic force microscopy, and scanning
tunneling microscopy. These advanced scanning probe techniques enable us to
relate electrical properties to morphology and phase separation. The most
important result obtained during these experiments was that lateral charge
3
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transport is crucial for the performance of BHJ. So far, device models have focused
on characteristic features of the current-voltage (J -V ) characteristics by taking
exciton diffusion or field dependent dissociation of electrostatically bound CT states
into account while neglecting the phase separated morphology of BHJ. In this
thesis a morphological drift-diffusion model is introduced. This model can fully
describe bulk J -V curves, surface potentials measured by Scanning Kelvin Probe
Microscopy and local current measured by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy by
explicitly considering lateral transport over longer distances.
1.1.2

Principle

The synthesis of materials used in bulk heterojunction organic solar cells is
a rapidly developing field. It is obvious that most of the interest is focused on
synthesis of active layer materials that would have desired properties: strong
absorption over a large range of energies, high mobility of charges, good solubility
etc. The working principle of an organic heterojunction solar cell is depicted in
Figure 1.2 (right panel). The principle can be described in four steps that are
described more extensively below:


Light absorption in the active layer.



Exciton diffusion towards the interface.



Exciton dissociation and charge separation.



Charge transport towards the electrodes.

Light absorption
Light that passes the ITO/PEDOT:PSS electrode can be absorbed in the
active layer. In polymer:fullerene BHJs, absorption mainly takes place in the donor
phase because the fullerene acceptor has a lower absorption coefficient. The band
gap between the HOMO and LUMO levels of the absorbing material determines
the minimum wavelength of the absorbed light. Thus, maximal absorption is
achieved by good overlap between the polymer absorption spectrum and the solar
emission spectrum. The polymer band gap is a tunable material property, which
originates from the overlap of the pz-orbitals of the carbon atoms along the
backbone of the polymer. 18 Upon absorption of a photon in the active layer, a
Coulombically bound electron-hole pair or exciton is created.
Exciton diffusion
Because excitons in organic materials are characterized by a relatively high
binding energy that amounts to roughly 0.5 eV 19,20 exciton dissociation and
formation of charge carriers does not occur spontaneously in the pure materials but
takes place at the interface between acceptor and donor materials. Hence, excitons
4
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that are created by absorption of light in either donor or acceptor material have to
diffuse towards the donor-acceptor interface to contribute to the electrical power of
the cell. Failing this event, the electron hole pair will recombine geminately, and
the photon energy is lost. Due to a short lifetime (< 1 ns) and low diffusion
constant (~10-7 m2/s) the exciton diffusion length is typically less than 10 nm. 21
Hence, only light that is absorbed near the interface can result in generation of a
free electron-hole pair. This necessitates an intimate, nanoscale mixing of the two
components.
Exciton dissociation
Once the exciton has reached the interface of the two materials, charge
generation may occur, provided that it is energetically favorable. In a first
approximation, the energetic driving force for charge generation is given by the
minimum of the LUMO-LUMO and HOMO-HOMO energy differences between the
electron donor and the electron acceptor. Values of 0.3-0.4 eV for this driving force
are generally considered sufficient for charge formation. The charge transfer
produces a geminate electron-hole pair at the acceptor-donor interface that needs
further dissociation into free charge carriers to contribute to photocurrent. The
Onsager-Braun theory has successfully been used to describe the field dependent
exciton dissociation in polymer:fullerene organic bulk heterojunction solar cells.
Field dependent ion pair dissociation has been postulated by Onsager in 1938 22
and this principle has been extended to donor-acceptor materials by Braun.23 In
this theory, the electron transfer from donor to acceptor leads to a charge transfer
state (CT), which is still Coulombically bound and has a finite life time. This CT
state either dissociates into a free electron and hole or decays back into the ground
state. 23 In contrast to Onsager, who assumed that the recombining electron hole
pair disappears from the system, Braun assumed that during its lifetime, the CT
state can switch many times between partial dissociation and recombination. This
model has been used to explain the field and temperature dependence of the
photoresponse of polymer:fullerene organic solar cells under large bias. 24, 25
However, the recombination rates which are used to fit photocurrent J
-1
versus applied bias V curves are orders of magnitude lower (krec
 1 μs )25,26 than
-1
experimentally observed (krec
 1 ns). 27 This problem has been overcome by
28
Veldman et al. who explained the field dependent dissociation of CT states with
the Onsager-Braun theory, taking the enhanced electron mobility in nanocrystalline
fullerene clusters into account.
Charge transport

After exciton dissociation the free electron and hole are transported
towards the electrodes to contribute to the device current. After charge separation,
the main loss in the solar cells is non-geminate or bimolecular recombination. To
5
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prevent charge recombination electrons and holes need to be extracted at the
electrodes at sufficiently high rates. Therefore, ‘good’ transport properties are
needed: crystallinity and a phase-separated morphology, since these properties
usually imply a high charge mobility, leading to fast extraction. For example, the
electron mobility in pure crystalline PCBM ([6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl
ester, a frequently used fullerene derivative) is ~2×10-7 m2/Vs as compared to
~1×10-9 m2/Vs when mixed with polymer. The mobility of holes in pure crystalline
P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene)) is ~4×10-8 m2/Vs as compared to ~1×10-12 m2/Vs
when mixed with PCBM. Next to a high mobility, a phase-separated morphology
providing uninterrupted and straight percolating pathways towards the electrodes
reduces the probability of recombination.
The morphology of the samples can be influenced via the molecular weight
of the polymer, the solvent used, etc. and then further improved during film
production via, e.g., the speed of spin coating or after film formation by e.g.
(solvent assisted) annealing.
2
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Figure 1.2: Left panel: diagram of sample layout. The active layer consists of a blend of two materials.
The gray color represents the donor material which has a high hole mobility, black color represents the
acceptor material which has a high electron mobility. Right panel: diagram of the principle of a BHJ
solar cell: 1) absorption of light, 2) diffusion towards the interface, 3) charge dissociation and separation
and 4) charge transport towards the electrodes.

1.1.3

Sample layout

The architecture (Figure 1.2 left) of an organic bulk heterojunction solar
cell is simple: the active layer is spin coated on the bottom electrode and covered
by a layer of thermally evaporated aluminum. The layer of PEDOT:PSS is spin
coated on top of the ITO electrode in order to enhance hole extraction and improve
the surface properties of ITO. Similarly, a thin layer of LiF is deposited between
the active layer and the aluminum electrode to improve electron extraction.

6
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In this study three benchmark polymers have been used to prepare
polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction organic solar cells – see Figure 1.3:
regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), poly[2,7-(9,9-didecylfluorene)-alt-5,5(4 ,7 -di-2-thienyl-2 ,1 ,3 -benzothiadiazole)] (PF10TBT) and poly[2methoxy-5-(3´,7´dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) mixed in
solution with PCBM. These polymers have a relatively large optical band gap
(~1.9-2.2 eV) while that of PCBM is slightly lower (~1.75 eV).

OMe
O
C10H21
C10H21

O

O

n

MDMO-PPV

S
N

N

S

n

n

S

P3HT

PF10TBT

PCBM

Figure 1.3: Semiconducting molecules used to prepare polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction organic
solar cells discussed in this thesis. Three donor polymers: MDMO:PPV, P3HT and PF10TBT and one
acceptor material: PCBM.

1.1.4

Solar cell performance

Bulk J -V measurement

The efficiency of organic solar cells can be described by a number of
parameters. One of the measurements which is necessary to measure efficiency of
organic solar cells is the bulk J -V measurement. The J -V curve of an organic
solar cell in the dark is shown in Figure 1.4 (grey line). Under illumination, a finite
current is extracted at zero bias, the so-called short circuit current J SC (black line
in Figure 1.4). The J SC depends critically on the charge separation and transport
towards the electrodes in the active layer and is strongly dependent on the
morphology of the BHJ. 29, 30 The maximum voltage which can be generated in the
solar cell under illumination is called the open circuit voltage VOC and corresponds
to the voltage for which the photocurrent is zero. The VOC depends on both the
difference between the electrode work functions 31- 33 and the difference between the
HOMO level of the donor material (jHOMO) and the LUMO of the acceptor material
(jLUMO ). The latter difference determines the maximally achievable VOC as
d
a
,
qVOC - q DV = jHOMO
- jLUMO

(1.1)

where q is the elementary charge and DV are losses at the electrodes. Moreover, it
has been shown that VOC is affected by variations in the electron acceptor strength31
and slightly by the morphology of the active layer.30

7
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The maximum power obtainable from the solar cell is defined as the
rectangle
Pmax = J max ´Vmax .

(1.2)

More often, the power conversion efficiency is used to express the estimated
efficiency of the solar cell as:
h=

Pmax
ILP

´ 100,

(1.3)

where ILP is the incident light power. The quality of the shape of the J -V
characteristic in the fourth quadrant is defined as
FF =

Pmax
J SC ´VOC

.

(1.4)

The fill factor varies from 0.25, when the J -V characteristic is a straight line, to
(almost) 1, when the J -V curve has an (almost) rectangular shape. The fill factor
is negatively influenced by resistive losses in the active layer.
50
Vmax
VOC

2

J [A/m ]

0

-50
Jmax
-100

JSC

MPP
light
dark

-150

0.0

0.5

1.0

V [V]

Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of the J-V curve of a solar cell .

Varying incident light power

The photocurrent of the solar cell can be also measured under varying
incident light power to quantify losses in the active layer. A power law dependence
of J SC upon light intensity ILP, i.e., J ph = ILP a is commonly reported. 34,35 The
coefficient a ranges between 0.5, for dominant bimolecular recombination, and 1,
for no or only geminate recombination. Since the ILP is proportional to the
generation of charges in the active layer (ILP µ G ) an a value lower than 1 usually
corresponds to losses by bimolecular recombination.35 Also space charge limited
currents due to unbalanced electron and hole transport can lead to a sub-unity a of
8
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a = 0.75. 36 At lower light intensity, bimolecular recombination and space charge
effects can be neglected and losses are due to geminate (unimolecular)
recombination only, leading to a= 1. 37

1.1.5

Numerical model

The photoresponse of a semiconductor under bias has been numerically
calculated using the drift diffusion, current continuity, and Poisson equations:

(1.5)
`
J n = q mn n f + qDn  ⋅ n ,

J p = q mp p f - qDp  ⋅ p ,
(1.6)

 ⋅ J n = -q (-¶t n - R + G ),
(1.7)

 ⋅ J p = -q (¶t p - R + G ),
(1.8)

( )

 ⋅ ef = q (n - p ),

(1.9)

which relate the current density to the potential and the charge carrier densities. In
Eq. (1.5)–(1.9), n and p denote the free carrier concentrations of electrons and


holes, respectively. J n and J p are the electron and hole current density, respectively.
Dn , Dp , mn and mp are the diffusion coefficient and the mobility of electron and hole,
respectively. q is the elementary charge, f is the electrostatic potential, R , G are
the recombination and generation rate, respectively. e = er e0, where e0 is the
permittivity of vacuum and er is the relative permittivity of the material.
In the past, two approaches to model organic BHJ solar cells have mainly
been used: continuum drift-diffusion models24,25,38,39 and microscopic Monte Carlo
models 40- 43 The continuum drift diffusion models were successful to simulate the
bulk J -V behavior of organic BHJ solar cells. Mihailtechi et al.25 used the BraunOnsager22,23 theory take the field dependent exciton dissociation into account. In
contrast, Gommans et al.39 have shown that solving the drift diffusion equations for
polymer:fullerene blends with a constant generation rate and pure Langevin
bimolecular recombination reproduces the J -V characteristics and temperature
dependence quite well. Microscopic details of the phase-separated morphology have
been modeled using the Monte Carlo method.
In Chapter 3 the 2D numerical model which is based on equations (1.5)–
(1.9) and which takes the phase separated morphology into account is presented. In
general, a numerical solution of these equations is required because the problem is
nonlinear. The method used to solve these equations is by explicit calculation of
the current transient after application of a given bias. 44 The steady state solution is
then obtained as the current at which the transient saturates.

9
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1.2

Advanced scanning probe microscopy

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is one of the basic tools used to
characterize the active layer of organic solar cells. In tapping mode, which is
usually used to measure topography of soft matter, the AFM provides also an
image of the phase of the oscillating cantilever. 45 Differences in mechanical surface
properties of donor and acceptor materials result in contrast in the phase image. By
doing so, additional information on the nanoscale structure of the BHJ can be
obtained.
Since the generation and transport of charges is strongly dependent on the
morphology, as was discussed above, direct probing of the presence and flow of
photogenerated charges is of highest interest. Next to conventional topography and
phase images, advanced scanning probe techniques such as scanning Kelvin probe
microscopy (SKPM), electric force microscopy (EFM), conductive AFM (C-AFM)
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) offer also information on the
distribution of charges, the sample conductivity in the dark and under illumination,
the presence and dynamics of trapped charges etc. with nanometer resolution. 46
1.2.1

Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy (SKPM)

In 1991, Nonnenmacher et al. 47 first reported Kelvin probe force
microscopy. Later, in 1998, Kitamura et al. 48 reported atomic resolution in SKPM
in ultra-high vacuum.
Technique principle

If two materials with different work functions jtip and jsample (Figure 1.5 a)
are not connected, the vacuum level is constant, and there is a difference in the
position of the Fermi levels. In Figure 1.5 b, the electrodes are brought into
contact, the Fermi levels align and an electrostatic force develops between the
metals as a result of the surface potential difference (SP):
qVSP = jsample - jtip

(1.10)

The operational principle of the Kelvin probe is based on the application of
an external bias between the tip and the sample that nullifies the electrostatic force
(Figure 1.5 c). The magnitude of the applied bias is the surface potential difference.
The basic principle of scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) is
depicted in Figure 1.6. In the first, main, scan the tip measures the topography of
the surface. Then the tip is lifted to a fixed height above the surface. In the second,
(interleave) scan the tip follows the previously measured topography while
measuring the surface potential using the Kelvin probe method described above. To
10
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vacuum level
φsample


E
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Figure 1.5: Schematic band diagram of the Kelvin probe technique where the surface potential VSP
between two different materials of work function jsample and jtip is measured. (a) Before the two
materials are brought into contact, the vacuum levels are aligned. (b) At closed circuit, the Fermi levels
are aligned, creating an electrostatic force. (c) The electrostatic force is nullified by externally applying
VSP .

distinguish the electrostatic interaction from other tip-sample interaction forces like
the van der Waals interaction, an AC bias, VAC sin (wt ), is applied between the tip
and the sample next to the DC voltage VDC .
The resulting oscillating electrostatic force along the normal axes Oz acting
on the tip is:

(

)

2

dC
Fz = - 12 dz
VDC -VSP +VAC sin (wt ) ,
0

(1.11)

which can be separated into frequency components as Fz = FDC + Fw + F2 w . 49, 50 The
force Fw becomes zero when the feedback of the SKPM adjusts VDC such that
VDC -VSP = 0. In amplitude modulation (AM) mode the amplitude of the cantilever
oscillation at frequency w , induced by the electrostatic force, is detected. The
sensitivity of the SP measurement in this mode is highest when the measurement is
performed at a cantilever resonance frequency. The choice of the resonant
frequency is crucial and strongly influences the resolution of the measurement. In
conventional SKPM, both the height and surface potential measurements are
conducted at the first resonant frequency, hence they cannot be performed
simultaneously and an interleave method is needed. Alternatively, the SP signal
can be separated from the height by employing the second resonance. Since the
sensitivity to force gradients is lower at the second resonance than at the first, the
first resonance is employed to measure the height and the second is used to detect
the SP. 51,52 AM-mode SKPM can be performed in air or N2 atmosphere, in contrast
to frequency modulation (FM) mode, which requires high Q factors that are
normally only obtained in UHV conditions. 53 The FM mode is based on the fact
that the long range electrostatic forces, having a gradient ¶¶Fz , change the resonance
frequency w of the cantilever.

11
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SKPM on organic solar cells

SKPM has been used in the past to measure the work function of numerous
materials. However, the SKPM is usually used to measure local variations of the
SP. 54 Since a BHJ consists of materials with different energy levels, SKPM has
been used to distinguish donor and acceptor domains of the BHJ, which can not be
identified by topographical measurements alone. It has been observed that the
contrast between both phases increases with illumination. 55 – 58 Next to the 2D maps
of the surface potential, Chiesa et al. 59 reported that the 3D structure of
polyfluorene-based photodiodes can be determined using SKPM measurements.
Bending of energy levels of different organic molecules on a metallic substrate has
been studied in Ref. 60.
2
1
d

Figure 1.6: Schematic diagram of scanning Kelvin probe microscopy. During the first pass the tip
measures the topography of the sample. During the second pass at a lift height d the tip follows the
measured topography while responding to the long range electrostatic interaction to measure the surface
potential.

In the paragraph on the principle of the organic solar cell (1.1.2) a remark
was made on the balance of length scales that is required to obtain both efficient
exciton dissociation and efficient charge transport. Many researchers have used
advanced scanning probe techniques on organic BHJs under illumination to study
charge generation and transport. 61,59 Hoppe et al.61 have found bigger contrast for
samples with coarser phase separation, which was explained as being the result of
difficult electron transport towards the bottom contact.
Although many qualitative measurements have been performed on organic
BHJ, a quantitative analysis of the obtained results, i.e. the contrast in the dark
and under illumination and the shift of the SP under illumination, is lacking.
Chapter 2 offers an overview of SKPM measurements on MDMO-PPV:PCBM
BHJs, including simulations of these contrasts and shifts.

12
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1.2.2

Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy (C-AFM)

Technique principle

Conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) is a technique that is based
on contact mode AFM and that characterizes conductivity variations in lowconducting and semiconducting materials. This technique allows the user to
measure the local sample conductivity while simultaneously recording the surface
topography. C-AFM employs a conductive probe tip. A DC bias is applied between
tip and sample. The current passing between tip and sample is measured to
generate the conductive AFM image (Figure 1.7).

I

A

VDC

Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of C-AFM. A DC bias VDC is applied between tip and sample; the
current I is measured.

C-AFM on organic solar cells

Local currents in an organic BHJ solar cell without top contact can be
probed by C-AFM to study charge transport in organic solar cells. As well as
SKPM can reveal phase separation due to differences in charge distribution in the
active layer, C-AFM can visualize acceptor and donor domains due to differences in
injection from or to the tip. 45,62 –65 The measured contrast has also been assigned to
different electron and hole mobilities in each phase.56 It has been shown that
qualitatively different current maps are obtained in dark46,56,66 and under
illumination.46,62 Next to current maps that are obtained at a fixed bias along with
the topography, also local I -V characteristics of BHJ have been measured.46,62 In
MDMO-PPV:PCBM local I -V characteristics including a nonzero built-in voltage
and position dependent I -V curves have been found. At negative sample bias, a
higher electron current has been observed in the donor (PCBM) phase than in the
acceptor (mixed polymer:PCBM) phase.62 At positive DC bias Douhéret et al.56
found a high hole current at the interface of PEOPEO-PPV:PCBM, a low current
in the mixed phase and zero current from PCBM clusters. The high current driven
from interface suggests higher density of charge carriers carrier.56
Similar studies on the P3HT:PCBM system have shown a conductivity
contrast in both dark and under illumination which depends on annealing time. 67
13
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However, the typical I -V characteristic (i.e. with a finite current at zero bias) was
not observed. 64,67
Although position dependent I -V have been measured and qualitatively
explained, a quantitative description, which would link the local I -V behavior to
bulk device performance, is missing. In this thesis, we aim to bridge this gap.
1.2.3

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

Technique principle

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 68 is another branch of the tree of
scanning probe techniques. STM is based on measuring a tunneling current 69
through the narrow vacuum gap between the sample and the tip (Figure 1.8). Most
often, the STM is used in constant current mode. In this case, a bias is applied
between the tip and the sample while a feedback loop monitors the current and
adjusts the height of the tip such that the current flowing through the vacuum gap
is kept constant over the scanned area. To accomplish this, the STM uses a
setpoint, defined by a preset bias and current. The obtained image is called a
topography image, which is not strictly correct. Actually, the image shows a plane
of constant current which does not always correspond to the sample topography.
Since the bias between the tip and the sample stays constant, the obtained map
also reflects a plane of constant conductance for the sample.
STM on soft semiconducting matter

The choice of the setpoint bias and current has a major influence on the
collection of charges and usually leads to dramatic differences in measurement
outcomes. In Chapter 4, the difference between topographies taken at negative and
positive sample bias will be discussed. This difference is a direct consequence of the
operational principle of STM, as described above. If the collected current is low
compared to the current setpoint, the feedback moves the tip forward to enhance
the current. For soft, low mobility materials, the point at which measured and
preset currents are equal may lie inside the bulk rather than at the surface of the
sample, in which case the tip enters into the layer. This invasive technique has
been used before in e.g. Refs. 20 and 70.
1.2.4

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)

Technique principle

STM-based I -V spectroscopy is an interesting technique, which can
provide valuable information on the local charge transport inside and between the
different phases of an organic BHJ.
14
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VT

dT

Figure 1.8: Schematic diagram of STM in constant current mode. A bias is applied between the sample
and the tip, which are separated by a narrow vacuum gap. The current through the circuit is monitored
and used to maintain a constant separation between the tip and the sample while the surface is scanned.

From the spectroscopic point of view, a change in the magnitude of the
applied bias is interesting because the electronic states that contribute to the
tunneling current can be selected in that way. A change of polarity brings
information on occupied and unoccupied states in the sample. If two conducting
materials (Figure 1.9 a, b) are brought in ‘tunneling proximity’ and a positive bias
is applied to the sample, electrons can tunnel from occupied states in the tip to
unoccupied states in the sample (Figure 1.9 c). If a negative bias is applied to the
sample, electrons tunnel from occupied states in the sample to unoccupied states of
the tip (Figure 1.9 d). 71
vacuum level
φsample

φtip

a)

b)

c)

+

+
d)

Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of energy levels for the sample and the tip. (a) The sample and the tip
are not connected. b) Sample and tip are brought close to each other, however, they are separated by
small vacuum gap. c) At negative sample bias, the electrons tunnel from the sample to the tip. d) At
positive sample bias, the electrons tunnel from the tip to the sample.

STS on soft semiconducting matter

Charge collection/injection is dependent on the alignment of the Fermi
level of the tip with the HOMO and LUMO energies of the semiconducting
material. A schematic of STS on an organic BHJ is depicted in Figure 1.10. The
band diagrams represent a pure PCBM phase (black lines) and a mixed phase,
which consists of both polymer (grey lines) and PCBM. The plus and minus signs
show the expected collection of photogenerated charges (large signs) and the
expected injection of charges (small signs); expected qualitative J -V curves are
15
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depicted in Figure 1.10 b. At negative sample bias (left electrode, solid line of
J -V curve) the photogenerated electrons are collected at the tip for bias V < Vbi .
Note that the electrons that are extracted from the PCBM cluster have been
photocreated in the nearby mixed phase. At V > Vbi (dotted of J -V curve) some
holes can be injected into PCBM from the PEDOT anode. In the mixed phase both
photogenerated charges are present, however the mobility of electrons is much
lower than the mobility of holes and thus the current collected at the tip at V > Vbi
is higher than the current collected at V < Vbi .
The role of the setpoint in the STS measurements is depicted in Figure
1.10 c, d. The presence of a setpoint current at a given bias forces the feedback to
drive the tip closer to or further away from the sample to obtain the required
current. This results in a distortion of the J -V curve in the proximity of the
setpoint. For the same reason also the topography may depend on the setpoint, i.e.
the plane of constant conductance may depend critically on the choice of setpoint.
In Chapter 4, the qualitative and quantitative results of STM and STS on
organic solar cells will be presented. Moreover, the numerical model employed
offers a link between local and bulk J -V characteristics. It should be kept in mind
that the distribution of the electrical field under the local electrode (i.e. the tip, see
Figure 1.7) is far from homogeneous and the lateral transport of charge carriers
enables collection of photocreated charges from a region with an approximate
radius of 102 - 101 nm. Therefore, the sum of the currents measured by STS over a
large scan area does not reproduce the bulk J -V curve in shape and magnitude.
a)

PCBM-rich phase

mixed phase

b)

c)

d)

Figure 1.10: Schematic diagram of the influence of the setpoint. The left column represents
measurements on the PCBM cluster. The right column represents measurements on the mixed phase. a)
Energy diagrams showing the collection and injection of charges from or to the active layer at negative
(left) and positive (right) sample bias. b) Expected J-V curve in absence of a setpoint. c+d) Influence
of the setpoint, indicated by the green dot, on the J-V curves, c) negative setpoint, d) positive setpoint.
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1.3

Outline of the thesis

It has been shown in paragraph 1.2 that advanced scanning probe
techniques are powerful tools for studying charge distribution and charge transport
in organic solar cells. In this thesis, the focus is on local electrical probing which
connects the morphology to the device performance. Next to experimental data,
calculations using the morphological drift-diffusion model that is described in
paragraph 1.1.5 are discussed. Figure 1.11 shows schematic diagrams of the
experimental situation (on the left) and the corresponding, simplified geometry
used in the model (on the right).
In chapters 2, 3 and 4, the methodology in which bulk and local
measurements are combined to obtain a coherent, multi-scale description of organic
BHJ devices is developed for the MDMO-PPV:PCBM model system. In Chapter 5
and the Appendix A this methodology is subsequently applied to more state-of-theart and morphologically more complex systems.
In Chapter 2, SKPM on MDMO-PPV:PCBM is qualitatively and
quantitatively studied. It has been found that a net excess of electrons is present in
all active layers, irrespective of the coarseness of the phase separation. This
strongly suggests that differences in performance between active layers with
different morphologies are caused by problematic transport of charges, rather than
by differences in free charge generation. The obtained surface potential profiles
have been reproduced by the numerical model.
In Chapter 3, modeling of MDMO-PPV:PCBM BHJ solar cell is discussed
in detail. We show that J -V curves at operational conditions as well as at high
negative bias, and J SC vs. light intensity curves can be simulated by the numerical
drift-diffusion model, provided the phase-separated morphology be accounted for.
In Chapter 4, results of STM and STS on MDMO-PPV:PCBM BHJs are
shown. The photocurrent dependence on cluster size has been reproduced by the
numerical model in order to give suggestions on morphology optimization.
In Chapter 5 and Appendix A, the results of the preceding chapters are
extended to different material systems. Bulk measurements and corresponding
numerical device modeling are shown in Chapter 5 for three different organic BHJ.
Based on these results and measured morphologies a categorization of morphology,
in relation to performance is proposed.
The last chapter (6) is on SKPM on light emitting electrochemical cells
(LEC). We measured the surface potential profile under operational conditions and
settle a long-standing debate on the operational principle of this type of device.
The obtained results show that the operational principle of LEC is explained by the
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electrochemical model, which assumes the existence of p and n doped regions with
a light emission zone at their interface.

Chapter 2
Surface potential
(no top contact, no tip-sample
contact)
Chapter 3, 5
Bulk I-V curves
(with top contact)

Chapter 4, Appendix
Local I-V curves
(no top contact, physical tipsample contact
Chapter 6
Surface potential on lateral
device
(no tip-sample contact)

Figure 1.11: Schematic 3D diagrams of the ‘real’ experimental situation (panels on the left) and the
corresponding simplified geometry used in the 2D drift-diffusion model (panels on the right).
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Chapter 2
Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy on Bulk
Heterojunction Polymer Solar Cells *

We describe correlated AFM and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
measurements with sub-100 nm resolution on the phase-separated active layer of
polymer-fullerene (MDMO-PPV:PCBM) bulk heterojunction solar cells in the dark
and under illumination. Using numerical modeling, we provide a fully quantitative
explanation for the contrast and shifts of the surface potential in dark and light.
Under illumination an excess of photogenerated electrons is present in both the
donor and acceptor phases. From the time evolution of the surface potential after
switching off the light we can identify the contributions of free and trapped
electrons. Based on these measurements we are able to calculate the 3D band
structure of the sample. Moreover, by comparing devices with fine and coarse phase
separation, we find that the inferior performance of the latter devices is, at least
partially, due to poor electron transport.

* This work has been published: K. Maturova, M. Kemerink, M. M. Wienk, D. S. H. Charrier, and R.
A. J. Janssen, “Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy on Bulk Heterojunction Polymer Blends”, Adv.
Funct. Mater. 2009, 19, 1379.
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2.1

Introduction

The active layer of polymer bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells consists
of a blend of two materials, either two conjugated polymers 1,2 or a combination of
a conjugated polymer with a fullerene, 3,4 that under illumination act as an electron
donor and electron acceptor, respectively. These materials are promising candidates
to make low-cost, flexible, and lightweight solar cells. The photovoltaic response of
these materials is strongly influenced by the morphology of the mixed layer that is
formed at the time of cell fabrication, either during layer deposition (e.g. via choice
of solvent or the use of high-boiling additives)3 –8 or in post-deposition treatment
procedures (e.g. via thermal or solvent annealing). 9 In particular, the morphology
affects (1) the charge generation since exciton dissociation is assumed to take place
at the donor-acceptor interface, and (2) the subsequent charge transport to the
electrodes, which requires percolating paths for both types of carriers. The
morphology is often inhomogeneous in nature and phase separation occurs on the
scale of tens of nanometers or more.4,10 Hence, variations in performance in the
lateral directions inevitably occur. As the macroscopic performance of a cell is
necessarily a (complex) sum of local contributions, quantitative, and relevant
information on local scale photovoltaic performance is of interest, but represents a
largely unexplored area.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in using scanning Kelvin probe
microscopy (SKPM) 11 –15 to resolve the degree and dimensions of the phase
separation in polymer BHJ solar cells. SKPM enables one to measure surface
potential (SP) variations on a nanometer scale by atomic force microscopy
(AFM). 16 –18 The principle of (scanning) Kelvin probe relies on the fact that when
two metallic electrodes, i.e. the sample and a conducting AFM tip, are electrically
connected, their Fermi levels align and a finite field between the two objects arises
due to the difference between the metal work functions. The feedback of the SKPM
system nullifies the force between both electrodes, which is proportional to the
square of the field, by applying a voltage to the tip. The voltage at which the force
is zero is identified as the surface potential qVSP = jsample - jtip , where q is the
elementary charge, jsample and jtip are the work functions of the sample and the tip,
respectively. Several groups have exploited this technique for measuring the SP of
organic semiconducting samples related to photovoltaic devices. However, in the
case of (organic) semiconductors, the interpretation of the obtained data is not as
straightforward as in the case of metals.
In this paper we present SKPM experiments on bulk heterojunctions of
poly[2-methyloxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MDMO-PPV)
and 1-(3-methoxycarbonyl)propyl-1-phenyl[6,6]C61 (PCBM). The MDMO-PPV:
PCBM blend is a well accepted and extensively studied model system for a much
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broader class of organic photovoltaic devices in which non-crystalline conjugated
polymers are mixed with PCBM. This paper deals with the quantitative
interpretation of SKPM data of these devices. Using numerical modeling, we
provide a fully quantitative explanation for the surface potential contrast in
absence of illumination and for the shifts upon and after illumination. Figure 2.1
shows 3D diagrams of the experimental situation (on the left) and the
corresponding, simplified geometry used in the model (on the right). Surprisingly,
under illumination an excess of free photogenerated electrons is present in both the
donor and acceptor phases. After switching off the light, a complex time-dependent
recovery is observed, which is attributed to a relaxation of both free and trapped
charges. Based on the SKPM measurements and the model calculations we are able
to quantitatively derive the 3D band structure of the sample. Moreover, our results
indicate that the inferior performance of devices with very coarse phase separation
is, at least partially, due to poor electron transport.

L
Ld
μe/h, εr , G, R

La

d

μe/h, εr , G, R

Lb
Boundaries at bottom electrode
Figure 2.1: Schematic 3D diagrams of the ‘real’ experimental situation (panels on the left) and the
corresponding simplified geometry used in the 2D drift-diffusion model (panels on the right). In the
SKPM experiments the top contact is not deposited, and the surface potential is measured by a metal
tip placed several (tens of) nm above the active layer. In the 2D simulation the surface potential at the
free interface is calculated. Each of the two phases in the real sample corresponds to a slab in the 2D
model, defined by geometry, mobilities, permittivity, and by the generation and recombination rates.

2.2

Model

We have developed a 2D model for organic solar cells that takes into
account the phase separated morphology, which is approximated by slabs of donor
and acceptor material that are alternating along the plane of the film in the lateral
direction such that both materials are always in contact with the bottom electrode.
In this 2D model, the extent of phase separation is controlled by setting the total
width of the donor and acceptor slab combination and their ratio. Transport of
electrons and holes is described by the drift-diffusion, continuity and Poisson
equations:

dn
J n = q mn nE + qDn
,
dx

(2.1)
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dp
J p = q mp pE - qDp ,
dx

 ⋅ J n = -q (-¶t n - R + G ),

 ⋅ J p = -q (¶t p - R + G ),

( )

 ⋅ ef = q (n - p ).

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

Here f denotes the electrostatic potential, n and p are the free carrier
concentrations of electrons and holes, and J n and J p are the electron and hole
current density, respectively. Dn , Dp , mn and mp are the diffusion coefficients and the
mobilities of electrons and holes, respectively. R and G are the recombination and
generation rate, respectively. e = er e0 with e0 the permittivity of vacuum and er the
relative permittivity that is assumed constant. The Einstein relation
Dn p = kBT q mn p is assumed to hold, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, and q is the elementary charge.
For an MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend in a 1:4 weight ratio, phase separation is
known to occur in a pure microcrystalline PCBM acceptor phase and a donor phase
that consists of an intimately mixed MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend in an approximate
1:1 ratio. 19 Hence for the modeling we define a mixed matrix phase (composed of
donor and acceptor) in which light generates charges and where both holes and
electrons are mobile and a pure acceptor phase in which no charges (because the
donor is absent) are created and that can transport only electrons. We consider a
free carrier generation rate G that is constant over the entire thickness of the
active matrix layer. Bimolecular recombination is taken to be of Langevin type, i.e.
R = gnp , where the pre-factor g is given by g = q (mn + mp ) er e0.
The parameters used in the drift-diffusion modeling have been extracted by
numerically solving the above equations and fitting the experimental I -V
characteristics of nominally identical layers as used in the present work, which were
covered with a thermally evaporated LiF/Al top contact to create a photovoltaic
device. The parameters found are listed in Table 2.1. Further details of this
modeling are described in Chapter 3 and Ref. 20. The mobilities listed in Table 2.1
are close to those determined for space charge limited transport in these layers. 21
In order to be able to compare the model outcome to actual SKPM
measurements, the non-ideal response of the SKPM system has to be accounted for.
In particular, the SKPM response is not solely due to the interaction between the
tip apex and the underlying sample, but results from the complex 3D interaction
between the entire probe, consisting of cantilever, cone and apex and the entire
sample. We have used a recently developed model to take the full 3D electrostatics
into account. 22 These calculations contain no free parameters, the main inputs
being the (known) geometry of the tip and sample and the ‘true’ surface potential
that is calculated from the drift-diffusion model described above.
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Table 2.1: Overview of the parameters used in the numerical model and calculated surface potential
shifts for samples spin cast from toluene and chlorobenzene.
toluene

chlorobenzene

105

80

Geometry [nm]
layer thickness (d)
total width of slab (L)

600

40

ratio matrix:PCBM slab widths (Ld:La) [-]

7:13

6:14

μh matrix

1.4 × 10-8

1.4 × 10-8

μe matrix

5.0 ×10-11

5.0 × 10-11

Mobilities [m2/Vs]

2.3

μh PCBM

0

0

μe PCBM

2.0 × 10-7

2.0 × 10-7

εr matrix

3.6

3.6

εr PCBM

3.9

3.9

calculated light/dark shift [V]

0.02

0.02

calculated dark contrast [V]

0.08

0.005

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.2 shows typical AFM (topography, phase) and SKPM surface
potential images of a 105 nm MDMO-PPV:PCBM layer spin cast from toluene.
The topography image clearly shows that the active layer consists of round, 200500 nm sized clusters in an essentially homogeneous matrix. It is believed that
these clusters consist of pure PCBM surrounded by a rather homogenous matrix
consisting of MDMO-PPV and PCBM in ratio 1:1 (w/w), where the PCBM is
molecularly mixed or present as crystalline nanospheres.10,19,23 We note that due to
this large scale phase separation, MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4 w/w) layers spin coated
from toluene give distinctly lower power conversion efficiencies in simulated solar
light ( = 0.9 %) than those spin coated from chlorobenzene ( = 2.5 %), where
the dimensions of phase separation are one order of magnitude smaller.4,10
In the phase image, one can distinguish two different types of clusters. For
example, in the cluster marked by the circle in Figure 2.2, the difference in phase
between the clusters and the blend is not pronounced. For other clusters (e.g. the
one marked with the triangle), the contrast in the phase image is much higher. The
distinct difference in phase is due to the presence (circle) or absence (triangle) of a
layer of MDMO-PPV covering the PCBM clusters.10–12,14,24 This difference is also
visible in the corresponding surface potential images, see Figure 2.2 c. The covered
clusters show a lower contrast in SP than the uncovered. In the following, we will
mainly focus on parts of the surface where uncovered clusters are present, as these
are most abundant. Moreover, the qualitative behavior of both types of cluster is
identical.
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Figure 2.2: AFM-SKPM-images (2  2 μm2) of a MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4 w/w) blend on
ITO/PEDOT:PSS (a) Topography. (b) Phase. (c) Surface potential. The phase image shows two
different types of PCBM clusters: One uncovered (triangle) and one covered (circle) with a thin
MDMO-PPV-rich layer.
0.2 V

a)

d)

500 nm

500 nm

b)

c)

e)

f)

0V

Figure 2.3: SP images of the same area of a MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4 w/w) blend (2  2 μm2, z-range
0.2 V, same scale for all images) on ITO/PEDOT-PSS (a-c) and ITO/ZnO (d-f). (a, d) Before
illumination (dark0). (b, e) Under white light illumination (light). (c, f) After illumination (dark).

We recorded SKPM images over the same area of the sample under three
different conditions (Figure 2.3-2.5): (a) before illumination (labeled ‘dark0’), i.e.
the sample has not been exposed to light after deposition, (b) under illumination
(‘light’) with a white light source (halogen lamp, estimated power density on the
sample is 0.4 kW/m2) and (c) after illumination (‘dark’). By comparing the SP
maps with simultaneously recorded topographical images, the dark spots, i.e.
regions of lower SP, are assigned to PCBM clusters, whereas the lighter regions are
assigned to the MDMO-PPV-rich phase. Cross sections of the
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Figure 2.4: Cross sections over PCBM cluster as indicated in Figure 2.3. Solid black, red and blue lines
indicate dark0, light, and dark measurement, respectively. Dotted lines indicate calculated profiles using
the model outlined in the text. Left graph: MDMO-PPV:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass, right graph:
MDMO-PPV:PCBM/ZnO/ PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass.
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Figure 2.5: Histogram representation of the SP images in Figure 2.3 showing the relative number of
pixels with a given surface potential. The histograms are taken from SP images measured on (left)
MDMO-PPV:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass samples spin coated from toluene (solid line) and from
chlorobenzene (dashed line), (right top) MDMO-PPV:PCBM/ZnO/ITO/glass samples and (right
bottom) MDMO-PPV:PCBM/ Al2O3/ITO/glass samples. Thick black, red and blue lines indicate
dark0, light and dark measurement, respectively. Red and blue bars indicate calculated contrast and
shifts. Thin black lines represent Gaussian curves obtained from deconvolution of measured histograms.
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SP map at the position of a PCBM cluster are shown in Figure 2.4 (left). It should
be noted that despite the shift in absolute position of the surface potential, the
shape of the profile remains basically unchanged. This counterintuitive behavior
will be addressed below.
To enable a quantitative analysis, the data in Figure 2.3 are re-plotted as
histograms of the number of pixels N with given surface potential in Figure 2.5.
The thin black lines indicate the deconvolution of each histogram into two
Gaussian curves. Following the assignment of dark and bright regions above, the
lower (higher) Gaussian is attributed to the PCBM phase (the polymer-rich
matrix). Three significant features can be observed in the histograms: (1) a dark
contrast, i.e. contrast between PCBM clusters and their surrounding polymer-rich
matrix in absence of illumination; (2) a quasi-permanent shift between dark0 and
dark; and (3) a fully reversible shift between dark and light.
2.3.1

Dark contrast

Contrast between the two components of bulk heterojunctions in dark SP
images of bulk heterojunction blends has been observed before,13-15,25 but was not
fully explained. The presence of contrast in the dark images is to some extent
remarkable, because in the dark charges are thought to be absent in these pristine,
undoped organic semiconductors, and the SP should be determined by the work
function difference between the tip and the PEDOT:PSS bottom electrode. Clearly,
this small contrast does not reflect the (much bigger) differences in HOMO or
LUMO energies with respect to the vacuum level. The crucial point in explaining
the dark contrast is the alignment of the donor and acceptor HOMO levels with
the Fermi level of the bottom electrode, as given in Figure 2.6.
The carrier density in the semiconductor at the PEDOT:PSS interface, p0,
depends on the magnitude of the hole injection barrier j as p0 = N 0 exp -qj kBT
with N 0 the density of states in the semiconductor and kBT the thermal energy. By
diffusion, these carriers will penetrate into the organic layer, causing band
bending24 as indicated in Figure 2.7. Since the interface barriers of MDMO-PPV
and PCBM with PEDOT:PSS are 0-0.1 and 0.8-1 eV, respectively,24 this band
bending, and hence the resulting shift in the SP, is largest at the former interface.
The bended vacuum level for the MDMO-PPV results in a shift of the surface
potential to more positive values, in agreement with the observations in Figure 2.5.
Alternatively, one could attribute this dark contrast to different interface dipoles
formed between PEDOT:PSS and MDMO-PPV and PCBM. However, it has been
shown by Tengstedt et al. 26 that ‘dirty’ interfaces like those formed on
PEDOT:PSS and ITO do not exhibit any significant interfacial dipoles.

(
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Vacuum level

Al2O3 1.9 eV
MDMO:PPV 2.7 eV

ITO 4.7 eV PEDOT:PSS
5.2 eV

PCBM 4.1 eV

ZnO 4.3 eV

MDMO:PPV 5.2 eV

Pt 5.6 eV

PCBM 6.1 eV

ZnO 7.7 eV
Al2O3 8.9 eV
Bottom
electrode

3 different
spacer layers

Active layer

Top electrode
(tip)

Figure 2.6: HOMO and LUMO level positions and Fermi energies of the various materials used in this
work.

In order to further verify that the dark contrast is caused by band bending
at the PEDOT:PSS/MDMO-PPV interface, we have performed the same
experiment on samples where the PEDOT:PSS layer was replaced by either a ZnO
(40 nm) layer spin coated from acetone solution 27 or by an Al2O3 layer (1.2 or 3 nm
thickness) deposited by Plasma Enhanced Atomic Layer Deposition (PE-ALD) as
described in Ref. 28. Energy levels of these materials are shown in Figure 2.6. The
relatively high hole injection barrier at the ZnO/active layer and Al2O3/active layer
interface allows to selectively block hole diffusion from the bottom contact. This
would then prevent band bending, and the dark contrast should disappear. As can
be seen from the SP images in Figure 2.3 d-f, the cross sections in Figure 2.4
(right), and the corresponding histograms (Figure 2.5 right), the contrast between
clusters and surrounding matrix is indeed substantially reduced as compared to
samples where PEDOT:PSS was used as bottom contact.
When using our drift-diffusion model to calculate the dark0 contrast, we
find a splitting between the SP of both phases that is a factor of three higher than
the experimentally found value, see Figure 2.7. However, when we also account for
the non-ideal SKPM response22 the calculated and measured contrast are in
excellent agreement as indicated in Figure 2.4 a by dashed lines. The main
parameters used are listed in Table 2.1 along with calculated shifts in surface
potential.
When the SP was measured in the dark on a sample that was previously
exposed to white light (‘dark’ in Figure 2.3 c), the contrast was higher than in the
dark0 experiment. This is evident when comparing the corresponding cross sections
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(Figure 2.4 left) or histograms (Figure 2.5 left). Furthermore, the dark histogram is
shifted towards lower SP with respect to the dark0 histogram. As soon as the
illumination is turned off all photogenerated charges should escape via the bottom
electrode. However, the observed shift towards lower SP (i.e. to higher work
function) implies the presence of long-lived, deeply trapped electrons in the active
layer. Since the shift of the PCBM-related peak in Figure 2.5 (left) is larger than
the shift of the MDMO-PPV peak, these electrons are most likely trapped in the
PCBM phase rather than in the polymer-rich matrix.

0.00

0.00

-0.05

-0.05

surface potential [V]

surface potential [V]

A similar observation has been reported by Chiesa et al.13 for specific
regions on an all-polymer device and was explained in terms of charge trapping in a
particular layered morphology. For the present situation, this would require an
electron blocking layer between the PEDOT:PSS and the active layer. In principle,
a quasi-continuous purely MDMO-PPV bottom layer, as was observed for toluenecast films in Ref. 11 could form such an electron barrier. However, as will be
discussed below, a similar dark0 to dark shift was observed on chlorobenzene-cast
films, which do not exhibit such a bottom layer.
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Figure 2.7: Calculated surface potential profiles in the active layer of an MDMO-PPV:PCBM solar cell
spin coated from toluene. L represents the lateral direction along the phase separated surface. The
MDMO-PVV:PCBM matrix and the pure PCBM phase sit on the left (0-0.3 μm) and right (0.3-0.8
μm), respectively. (a) in dark, (b) under illumination. The substrate is at d = 0, the surface at d = 80
nm.

2.3.2

Effect of illumination

Under continuous illumination, the SP shifts towards even lower SP
(Figure 2.3 b, Figure 2.4 left, and Figure 2.5 left). The shift towards lower SP in
going from ‘dark’ to ‘light’ indicates an excess of electrons. Since PCBM is known
to act as electron acceptor, one would naively expect a shift of only the PCBMrelated part of the histogram towards lower SP, accompanied by a shift towards
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higher SP of the MDMO-PPV-related part. In contrast, the present result shows
that the net amount of photogenerated electrons is about equal in both phases.
Qualitatively, this may be explained as follows. Since most of the absorption of
light takes place by MDMO-PPV, photogenerated electrons and holes are at first
mainly present in the matrix. Due to their higher mobility holes are more easily
transferred to the bottom electrode, causing a net excess of electrons in the matrix.
Apart from the relatively slow movement towards the bottom contact, these
electrons can also be transported to the PCBM clusters by lateral drift and
diffusion. Holes, on the other hand, cannot enter the PCBM clusters due to the
unfavorable HOMO level alignment. Hence, it is the lateral redistribution of
electrons which is responsible for the negative SP shift of the PCBM clusters.
In order to experimentally confirm that the mechanisms proposed above
are indeed responsible for the observed behavior, similar measurements were
performed on the samples with ZnO and Al2O3 interface layers. From the energy
level diagram in Figure 2.6, one expects ZnO to selectively block hole transport to
the bottom electrode. Al2O3 will block both electrons and holes, where the hole
blocking is expected to be most efficient due to the greater barrier height. Hence,
from a similar reasoning as presented above for the devices with a PEDOT:PSS
bottom contact, one would expect a large and inverted, i.e. positive, shift in SP
upon illumination for these devices, with the shift being biggest for the ZnO device.
This behavior is indeed observed, see Figure 2.5 (right top and bottom). Like for
the devices with a PEDOT:PSS bottom electrode, the SP shifts of the donor and
acceptor phases are identical, indicating that the lateral redistribution of charges is
not significantly affected by the interfacial layer. The SP shifts for all measured
devices are summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Overview of measured surface potential shifts in V for different spacer layers.
spacer layer

toluene

Al2O3

PEDOT:PSS

chlorobenzene

0.15

0.08

0.11

0.04

1 nm

-0.04

-0.07

-0.02

-0.01

2 nm

-0.06

-0.09

-0.02

-0.04

3 nm

-0.12

-0.14

-0.04

-0.13

ZnO

-0.43

-0.12

-0.27

-0.12

shift

D0→D

D→L

D0→D

D→L

The drift-diffusion modeling of the device on PEDOT:PSS does reproduce
the equal shift in SP of both phases. However, the calculated magnitude is 0.02 V
(Table 2.1), where the experiment gives 0.08 V. In order to shed light on this
mismatch, we have performed time dependent measurements of the SP. The solid
line in Figure 2.8 shows that each turning off or on of the illumination causes both
an immediate and a delayed response of the SP. We first discuss the behavior after
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the sample has reached equilibrium during first illumination, i.e. after almost 3 h.
The immediate rise in SP by 0.03 V upon switching off the light at t = 1.55 h,
indicated by the arrow, we attribute to free photo-created electrons leaving the
sample. This is expected to happen on sub-millisecond timescales that are beyond
the resolution of our SKPM setup. The later, slower rise in SP we attribute to the
release of electrons from shallow traps. This assignment is in line with the recent
work by Mandoc et al. who found that electron transport in PPV derivatives is
dominated by trapping in an exponential distribution of shallow traps. 29 Since our
calculations do not take traps into account, the calculated shift in SP of 0.02 V has
to be compared to the immediate shift of 0.03 V, which should be considered as an
upper limit to the contribution of free electrons to the total light-dark shift. After
leaving the sample in the dark for two days, the initial SP (dark0) is recovered (not
shown). As mentioned in the discussion of Figure 2.5 (left) we attribute this to the
release of deeply trapped electrons. Hence, the shift from ‘dark0’ to ‘light’ between
t = 0 and t = 1.55 h is the combined effect of the filling of both shallow and deep
traps, and the presence of free photo-created carriers. It should be pointed out that
the histograms shown in Figure 4 show saturated values, though taken on another
set of samples than the data in Figure 2.8.
Having established a complete understanding of the SKPM data obtained
on toluene-cast films, we now turn to films cast from chlorobenzene. Since the poor
performance of toluene-cast samples has been attributed to problematic exciton
dissociation due to the coarse phase separation, one would expect that the much
finer phase separation of chlorobenzene cast samples leads to a higher density of
free photogenerated carriers and hence to a larger shift between dark and light
surface potentials. The typical length scale of phase separation of the
chlorobenzene-cast samples is around 50 nm, which is below the resolution of
SKPM. Therefore, no contrast is visible in the SP maps. Nevertheless, the relative
positions of the dark0, light, and dark histograms are virtually identical to those of
toluene-cast samples, see dashed lines in Figure 2.5 (left). Also a detailed
examination of the surface potential evolving with time as in Figure 2.8 (dashed
line) revealed no significant differences between films cast from chlorobenzene and
toluene. Finally, the free carrier contribution to the SP shift under illumination of
0.02 V translates into a free carrier density of roughly 71020 m-3 for both tolueneand chlorobenzene-cast MDMO-PPV:PCBM cells. † These densities are close to
those calculated by Koster et al. for the full chlorobenzene-cast device under open
circuit conditions. 30 The observation of a free electron density under illumination in
toluene-cast cells that is very similar to that in the superior performing
chlorobenzene-cast cells, suggests strongly that the inferior performance of the
former cells is at least partially due to hampered electron transport after exciton
† In lowest approximation the sample consisting of a metallic bottom electrode and a charged active
layer can be described as a plate capacitor, in which case the charge Q and voltage shift DV are related
via Q = DV e0 er A d , Q = enAd  n = V e0 er ed 2 , where V = 0.02 V, er = 3.6 and d = 100 nm.
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Figure 2.8: Time evolution of the surface potential measured on MDMO-PPV:PCBM layer spin coated
from toluene (lower line) and chlorobenzene (upper line). The first arrow from the left indicates the
moment when the light was first switched on (dark0 → light), the second and third arrow indicates the
moment when the light was switched off again (light → dark). The thick lines guide the eye.

dissociation. This conclusion is supported by our drift-diffusion calculations, which
reproduce the free-carrier related SP shift using a constant generation rate that is
equal for both types of film. This is shown in Figure 2.5 (left) where the red and
the blue bars indicate calculated SP in light and in dark. In contrast, if the
toluene-cast device performed poorly only because of the unfavorable ratio of the
exciton diffusion length and the length scale of the phase separation, a smaller SP
shift of this device was to be expected. Note that for the present films the
problematic electron transport is not attributed to the polymer layer surrounding
the PCBM clusters, as in Ref. 14, but to hampered transport in the mixed donor
phase. A very similar performance limiting mechanism has been deduced from more
indirect measurements for all-polymer solar cells. 31 –33
As a last point, we would like to make some remarks on the limitations of
the SKPM technique for the study of photovoltaic devices. Necessarily, the bulk
heterojunction layers investigated by SKPM lack the top contact present in a solar
cell and, hence, the built-in field is absent. Moreover, under steady state
illumination, the net device current has to be zero. As a consequence, the obtained
SP maps are most representative for a real photovoltaic device under open circuit
conditions, where the current is also zero and the electric field is small. Some care
has to be taken here, since the metallic top contact enforces an equipotential plane
on top of the device, whereas the SP of the uncovered active layer may vary freely.
Moreover, it acts as an electron sink. Therefore, we feel that a consistent
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interpretation of SKPM data, and likely of SPM data in general, on these devices
requires some sort of modeling of the charge transport and the electrostatics.

2.4

Conclusions

We have presented a detailed study of both the steady state and time
resolved charge distributions in the active layer of polymer-fullerene bulk
heterojunction solar cells by scanning Kelvin probe microscopy in the dark and
under illumination. The contrast in surface potential in the dark is attributed to
hole diffusion from the PEDOT:PSS bottom contact into the polymer-rich phase.
Under illumination, we found a significant density of free photogenerated electrons
in both the donor (polymer) and acceptor (fullerene) rich phases. The fact that the
density of free electrons does not significantly depend on the length scale of phase
separation leads us to the conclusion that the reduced performance of devices with
coarse phase separation is at least partially due to problematic electron transport.
From the time dependence of the surface potential after switching the illumination
the absolute contributions of free photogenerated electrons, and those in shallow
and deep traps could be identified. From these results, the 3D band structure of
the active layer could be calculated.

2.5

Experimental

All solar cell devices which were used in this study where prepared by spin
coating of MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4 w/w) layer from either toluene or
chlorobenzene (both 3 mg/mL MDMO-PPV) onto glass substrates that were
covered with 130 nm indium tin oxide (ITO) and 100 nm poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS). All images were
recorded in a glove box under N2 atmosphere ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm)
with a commercial AFM system (Veeco instruments MultiMode AFM with
Nanoscope IIIa controller and extender module) employing a sharp silicon tip with
Pt coating (Olympus OMCL-AC240TM-B2, apex radius < 15 nm, k  2 N/m, cone
angle 25°, resonant frequency ~70 kHz). ZnO spacer layer was spin coated from
acetone solution.27 The Al2O3 spacer layers were deposited by Plasma Enhanced
Atomic Layer Deposition (PE-ALD) as described in Ref. 28.
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Chapter 3
A Morphological Device Model for Organic Bulk
Heterojunction Solar Cells *

We present a numerical model that calculates current vs. voltage
characteristics of polymer:fullerene bulk hetrojunction solar cells at different degrees
of nanoscale phase separation. We show that the short circuit current enhancement
with finer phase separation is due to a reduction in bimolecular recombination
caused by lateral movement of photogenerated electrons to the fullerene-rich phase.
At high bias, vertical electron transport is enhanced and lateral movement is
reduced, causing a significant field-dependent carrier extraction for coarse
morphologies.

*

This work has been published: K. Maturova, S. S. van Bavel, M. M. Wienk, R. A. J. Janssen, and
M. Kemerink, “Morphological Device Model for Organic Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells”, Nano Lett.,
2009, 9, 3032.
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3.1

Introduction

In order to turn the promise of organic bulk heterojunctions (BHJ) as
active layer in future photovoltaic devices that contribute significantly to the
worlds energy needs into reality, proper understanding of the relevant processes
and length scales is essential. 1 One of the key issues in this respect is the role of the
nanoscale morphology. The efficiency of organic BHJ-based solar cells is empirically
known to depend greatly on morphological aspects 2 like the degree of
crystallization 3 –5 and the degree and length scale of phase separation between the
donor and acceptor phases. 6 –13 The common picture of the operational principle of
organic BHJs is that a photogenerated exciton in the donor or acceptor phase
diffuses to the phase boundary at which charge transfer takes place, i.e. an electron
is transferred from the donor to the acceptor material. These free or weakly bound
carriers are subsequently separated, which may give rise to a field dependent
geminate recombination. 14 – 18 The free charges are then transported to the contacts
through percolating paths in the different phases. In this model, the critical length
scale for the phase separation is the exciton diffusion length, which in disordered
organic materials is of the order 5 nm. 19
In this chapter, we present a quantitative and predictive model for the
device performance of organic BHJ solar cells, which explicitly takes into account
the phase-separated morphology. It is applied to devices with MDMO-PPV:PCBM
as active material, which is an important model system for a broad class of
polymer:small molecule blends,5,10–12 showing relatively high efficiencies.6 We find
that the characteristic features of the current-voltage (J -V ) characteristics and
their evolution with morphology can be reproduced without taking into account
exciton diffusion or field dependent dissociation of electrostatically bound CT
states.14,17 We show that the lateral transport of free, photogenerated electrons from
the donor-rich to the acceptor-rich phase is the critical process. Figure 3.1 shows
Boundaries at top electrode

L
Ld

La

d

μe/h, εr , G, R
μe/h, εr , G, R
Lb
Boundaries at bottom electrode
Figure 3.1: Schematic 3D diagrams of the ‘real’ experimental situation (panels on the left) and the
corresponding simplified geometry used in the 2D drift-diffusion model (panels on the right). In the bulk
I-V measurements, the top electrode has been deposited. Thus, boundaries at the both bottom and the
top contact are defined. Each of the two phases in the real sample corresponds to a slab in the 2D
model, defined by geometry, mobilities, permittivity, and by the generation and recombination rates.
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3D diagrams of the experimental situation (on the left) and the corresponding,
simplified geometry used in the model (on the right).

3.2

Morphology

The morphology of the active layers was characterized using TEM and
AFM. By changing the solvent and varying the spin speed, the length scale of
phase separation was tuned from roughly 40 nm to over 600 nm, as shown in
Figure 3.2 and summarized in Table 3.1. (sample names reflect the solvent and spin
speed used, e.g. cb1500 is spin coated from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm). Also note
that film thickness necessarily increases with decreasing spin speed and hence with
increasing phase separation.
a)

5 nm

b)

500 nm

c)

500 nm
0 nm
70 nm

e)

d)

1 µm

f)

1 µm
0 nm

Figure 3.2: AFM (a, b, d, e) and TEM (c, f) images of the active layer of 1:4 MDMO-PPV:PBCM BHJ
solar cells, spin cast from different solvents and at different speeds. (a) chlorobenzene, 1500 rpm; (b)
chlorobenzene, 800 rpm; (c) chlorobenzene, 1500 rpm; (d) toluene, 1500 rpm; (e) toluene, 800 rpm; (f)
toluene, 1500 rpm. Scales: 0.5×0.5 μm, z-scale 5 nm (a, b) and 3×3 μm, z-scale 70 nm (d,e).

3.3

Numerical model

We employed a 2-dimensional (2D) drift-diffusion model to calculate the
J -V characteristics. The philosophy behind the model is to keep it as simple as
possible to elucidate the physics related to the phase-separated morphology. For
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Table 3.1: Parameters used in the numerical modelinga.
device

cb1500

cb1000

cb800

t1500

t800

L [nm]

40

50

60

600

800

Ld:La [-]

05:15

06:14

07:13

05:15

05:15

d [nm]

80

110

120

105

140

24.0 0

16.2 0

14.0 0

22.0 0

13.0 0

82.6

74.8

74.4

102.9

84

-3 -1

Gd, Ga [nm s ]
2

Jmax [A/m ]

a
Subscripts d, a and e, h refer to donor, acceptor and electron, hole, respectively.
Geometrical parameters are indicated in Figure 3.1 and explained in the text. L and Ld:La are
extracted from TEM and AFM images like Figure 3.2, the active layer thickness d is measured
using a profilometer. The free carrier generation rate Gd is obtained from the high-field current
and depends exponentially on thickness with an extinction coefficient that corresponds well to
measured film absorption; Ga is set to zero because the PCBM phase is assumed pure and no
electron donor is available.7 Mobilities μ (in m2V-1s-1) were taken from Figure 3 of Ref. 27 (as
explained in the text) and were μh,d = 1.4 × 10-8, μe,d = 2 × 10-11, μh,a = 0 and μe,a = 2 × 10-7
for all the devices. The maximum extractable current Jmax is calculated as Jmax = (Ld/L)qGdd.

this reason, mobilities  and diffusion constants D (connected via the Einstein
relation D = mkBT ) are assumed independent of field and density. Similarly, the
free carrier generation rate G is taken constant throughout each phase, and
independent of field. Here, G is an effective number, accounting for absorption,
exciton diffusion and geminate losses. The choice for a constant G is supported by
recent scanning Kelvin probe microscopy experiments. 20 Following Geens et al., 21
the simplest geometry mimicking interpenetrating percolating donor and acceptor
phases consists of alternating slabs of either material (see Figure 3.1). Although
thin skin layers of MDMO-PPV-rich material around PCBM clusters have been
observed, 22,23 we explicitly verified that these were not present in our samples.20
Moreover, the anticipated detrimental effects on charge extraction like a reduced
fill factor, a sub-linear light intensity dependence of Jsc and extended field
dependence under reverse bias do not seem to be generally observed. 24 Although
low-mobility skin layers are easily implemented in the model, we will show below
that there is no need to do so for our samples. In our model, cyclic boundary
conditions (BC) are applied in the lateral direction to a device consisting of a slab
of donor-rich (width Ld) and acceptor (width La) material. The effects of space
charge are accounted for via Poisson’s equation. Contact BC are
n(0) = g 0 exp - je,0 kBT for the electron density at the bottom contact (z = 0)
where g0 is the density of states and e,0 the injection barrier for electrons at the
bottom contact. Similar BC are used for n(d) and p(0), p(d). Ohmic contacts are
obtained by setting  = 0.1 eV. The built-in voltage was fixed on 1.3 V. The
electron-hole recombination rate R is calculated using Langevin’s expression,
R = gnp , where g = q (me + mh ) e0 er . A more extensive description of the model is
given in Ref. 20.

(
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Compared to models previously applied to BHJs, the present model
combines features of both continuum drift-diffusion models18,30-32 and microscopic
Monte Carlo models.9,16,17,25,26 So far, the former did not explicitly account for the
phase separated morphology. This was accounted for in the latter models, though
still in an approximate manner. Moreover, Monte Carlo models have not directly
been confronted with full experimental J -V characteristics, and often focused on
one or a few aspects of the device.
For a 1:4 MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend, phase separation into a pure
microcrystalline PCBM acceptor phase and a donor-rich phase consisting of an
intimately mixed MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend in roughly a 1:1 ratio is known to
occur.8,21 The length scale of ‘phase’ separation within the mixed phase is small as
compared to both the typical dimensions of the mixed-phase domains and the
exciton diffusion length. Therefore, exciton diffusion is treated in an effective
manner, i.e. it is implicitly accounted for in the used value of G. As charges are
predominantly created in the MDMO-PPV rich phase we used Gd  0 and Ga = 0.
Using this information, all parameters used in the calculations (Table 3.1) could be
obtained from experimental data. The mobilities used are taken from SCLC data
on hole and electron only devices (Figure 3 of Ref. 27), where h,d and e,a are the
hole mobility of 80% PCBM and the electron mobility of pure PCBM, respectively.
The hole mobility in the acceptor phase, h,a, is set to zero to mimic the absence of
holes in PCBM due to the lower lying HOMO. Using a nonzero offset between the
HOMO levels of MDMO-PPV and PCBM and a finite hole mobility in the PCBM
gave virtually identical results to those presented here. Because of the low PCBM
fraction in the donor-rich phase e,d is set to a low value, estimated by
extrapolation of Figure 3 of Ref. 27 and kept constant for all samples. By using this
protocol, the model is free from arbitrary-valued fitting parameters.
Figure 3.3 shows the low-bias currents for all devices under illumination.
Clearly, the short circuit current Jsc decays strongly with coarsening phase
separation while Voc is basically unaffected, in line with earlier observations.6,8,12
This behavior is well reproduced by the model. Note that the decrease of the
calculated Jsc is not due to variations in the Gd values used. For example, cb1500
and t800 have an (almost) equal maximum current under illumination
J max = qdGd Ld (Ld + La ), see Table 3.1, but show a largely different Jsc. Apart from
diffusion losses, which solely depend on T and are only relevant in the vicinity of
Voc,17,28 the only loss mechanism in the model is bimolecular recombination. Hence,
the increase in Jsc with finer phase separation must be due to an increasing fraction
of photogenerated carriers escaping bimolecular recombination. Below, we will show
that this is brought about by electron transfer to the PCBM clusters. The critical
transport step is therefore not the exciton diffusing to the donor-acceptor interface
but the electron moving laterally to the PCBM cluster.21 The collection efficiency is
then determined by the ratio of this ‘lateral transport length’, i.e. the (lateral)
distance an electron can travel within its lifetime, to the typical width of the
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donor-rich domains. Further corroboration of this notion comes from the fact that
if the exciton diffusion length (º 10 nm) was the critical parameter, the reduction
in Jsc is going from a device where Ld º 15 nm (cb1500) to one where Ld º 250 nm
(t800) should be much larger than the factor two that is observed. It should be
kept in mind, however, that the used values of G still effectively account for
exciton diffusion and geminate losses within the mixed phase.
0

-10

2

J [A/m ]

-20

-30

cb 1500
cb 1000
cb 800
t 1500
t 800

-40

-50
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

V [V]

Figure 3.3: Low-field J-V characteristics of BHJ solar cells with different length scale of phase
separation. Letters and numbers in the legend refer to solvent (toluene or chlorobenzene) and spin
casting speed in rpm. The symbols are the experimental data, the lines are calculated using the
parameters in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.4 shows the calculated recombination profiles for the two devices
with the finest and coarsest morphologies, i.e. cb1500 and t800. The maxima in R
close to the top and bottom contacts are due to respectively the high electron and
hole densities in those regions. The lower average value of R in the bulk of the
mixed donor phase for the cb1500 sample (see the right panel of Figure 3.4) can be
understood in light of the preceding discussion. It is the result of a lower electron
density which, in turn, is brought about by the closer proximity of the PCBM
cluster, acting as an electron sink. Hence, in the mixed phase of the cb1500 device,
most electrons are photo-created within the ‘lateral transport length’ of the phase
boundary and can thus make it to the PCBM. In the t800 device, the mixed phase
is much wider and this condition is only met for electrons created near the
interface. Recombination in the PCBM is negligible due to the absence of holes.
It is important to point out that despite the significance of bimolecular
recombination, our model reproduces the experimentally observed (almost) linear
dependence of Jsc on light intensity, which is often taken as indicative of dominant
geminate recombination. 29 This is illustrated in Figure 3.5, which shows a good
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1.0

1

cb1500
t800

R [a.u]

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0
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lateral position [x/L]

lateral position [x/L]

1

vertical position [z/d]

0.8

0.0

<R> [a.u.]

Figure 3.4: Calculated recombination rates R under short circuit conditions inside the device spin cast
from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm (left) and from toluene at 800 rpm (middle) vs. normalized vertical and
lateral position. Dotted white lines indicate the phase boundary. The color scales are equal for both
devices. The right panel shows the averaged recombination rate for both devices.
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Figure 3.5: Measured and simulated short circuit current density vs. incident light power (ILP). In the
simulations, light intensity is changed by changing the generation rate G in the absorbing phase.
Symbols are experiments, solid lines are numerical simulations, thin dashed lines indicate a linear
dependence on ILP.

agreement between measured and modeled data over 4 orders of magnitude in light
intensity. It is expected that deviations from strictly linear light intensity
dependence of Jsc are most pronounced in devices where bimolecular recombination
losses are most pronounced, i.e. those with the coarsest phase separation. The
curves in Figure 3.5 indeed show this behavior. At low light intensity, charge
densities are low and bimolecular recombination (~np) is unimportant, resulting in
linear behavior (indicated by dashed lines).29 The efficient spatial separation of
electrons and holes in the cb1500 device suppresses significant recombination up to
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light intensities that are close to ‘operational’. Hence, both the calculations and the
experimental points for this device have a unity slope up to about 100 W/m2. As
expected, the t800 device starts to show sublinear behavior at much lower light
intensities. In this device, around 40% of photocreated free carriers is lost to
bimolecular recombination under operational conditions, i.e. at the maximum ILP.
However, even at the maximum ILP, both the cb1500 and the t800 device show
only slightly sublinear behavior, with a slope around 0.9. When averaged over the
entire ILP range, the slope of the experiment (model) is 0.95 (0.96) for cb1500 and
0.95 (0.94) for t800. This somewhat surprising behavior has been reported before
for a purely 1D model,30 hence it is not the result of a particular 2D morphology.
In Figure 3.6, the J -V curves from Figure 3.3 are re-plotted vs. reduced
bias Voc – V on a double log scale. The characteristic, almost linear behavior at
intermediate reduced bias (0.2 – 1 V) is well reproduced by the calculation, and is
due to a suppression of the lateral electron movement that was discussed above at
high (> 1 V) reduced bias. This is illustrated in the inset, which shows the current
distribution halfway the cb1500 device vs. bias. With decreasing bias, i.e. with
increasing Voc – V, an increasing fraction of the current flows through the mixed
donor phase. Since holes are confined to this phase, this effect is due to electron
current redistribution. This substantiates the interpretation of the data in Figure
3.3, by showing that at sufficiently fine phase separation the PCBM clusters act as
electron sinks. However, at high bias the balance between vertical and lateral
electron transport shifts towards the former and both electrons and holes move in
the mixed donor phase where they are subject to recombination. Hence, the
characteristic shape of the photocurrent curve vs. reduced bias is the result of a
transition from a situation of relatively efficient electron transport, namely through
the high-mobility PCBM phase, to one of relatively inefficient electron transport,
which has to take place by hopping between the more diluted PCBM molecules
dissolved in the polymer-rich donor phase.
Interestingly, Figure 3.7 shows that the photocurrent can run in different
directions in donor-rich and acceptor phases around the open circuit voltage, i.e.
around 0.85 V. The reason for this striking behavior is the difference in band
bending at the PEDOT:PSS interface with the two phases. The ohmic contact
formed with the mixed donor phase causes a pronounced, diffusion induced band
bending that is absent for the PCBM phase.20 Around flat-band condition, i.e.
around Voc, this leads to different directions for the electric field in the two phases,
and hence to different signs of the photocurrent. The same effect is responsible for
the contrast in surface potential on these films, discussed extensively in Ref. 20.
The transition from a low- to a high-bias regime is analyzed further in
Figure 3.8 where the 2D model curve of the t1500 sample is compared to two
limiting 1D calculations. Clearly, at low bias, the device behaves according to the
hole mobility in the mixed donor phase and the ‘high’ electron mobility in the
acceptor phase. This explains the relative success of 1D continuum models in which
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these parameters are commonly used.17,30,31 At high bias, the device behavior is
characterized by the same hole mobility and the ‘low’ electron mobility in the
mixed donor phase. Because of the low value of e,d, the photocurrent is strongly
suppressed and very high fields are needed to extract all photocreated charges. The
characteristic quasi-linear behavior at intermediate fields can thus be identified as
the result of a transition between limiting situations. The driving force for the
lateral movement of photogenerated electrons to the PCBM clusters results from a
complex interplay between space charge, drift and diffusion, with drift becoming
increasingly important with coarsening phase separation.
The characteristic feature discussed above was previously successfully
explained in terms of field-enhanced dissociation of a metastable, long-lived CT
exciton at the interface in combination with a distribution of initial separations.17,32
The present results demonstrate that a nanoscale phase-separated morphology
itself, with different mobilities in each phase, affords a fully adequate description
without the need to assume a field dependent G.
It is also interesting to compare the present model to 1D continuum
models in terms of the parameters used in the recombination term. Since, in our
model, recombination occurs only in the mixed donor phase,  is dominated by h,d,
which is the lower of two mobilities typically used in 1D calculations, as discussed
above. Therefore, the reduced Langevin pre-factor, based on the lower instead of
the higher of the two carrier mobilities, that was required in 1D model
calculations 33 is a natural consequence of the present 2D model. It should be kept
in mind that, especially at very small feature sizes and very unbalanced electron
and hole mobilities, the recombination strength may differ significantly from the
simple rule proposed in Ref. 33 (see Ref. 34 and references therein).
Finally, the expected range of applicability of the model extends to devices
with (a) a well-developed phase separation resulting in interpenetrating percolating
donor and acceptor phases and (b) a donor phase that contains a significant, wellmixed fraction of acceptor material. In practice, these conditions are met for many
polymer:fullerene BHJ solar cells,5,6,10–12 though not all. 35 As such, the present
results offer a quantitative rationalization for the well-known rule of thumb that
efficient devices require a fine donor-acceptor phase separation while maintaining
percolating pathways to both contacts. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.6 suggest that for
such samples, the model gives an accurate description of experimental J -V curves
at most biases. The deviations around the maximum power point, i.e. at small
internal field and consequently high carrier density, are likely due to the
assumption of a carrier density-independent mobility.
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Figure 3.6: Same data as in Figure 3.3 plotted vs. reduced bias Voc. – V. The sharp increase in measured
current around 10 V is due to minority carrier injection.
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Figure 3.8: Current-voltage characteristics of a device spin-cast from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm.
Symbols (lines) are experiments (model results); lines marked ‘1D high (low) ’ are calculated with h =
1.4 × 10-8 m2V-1s-1 and e = 2 × 10-7 (e = 5 × 10-11) m2V-1s-1.

3.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that the device characteristics of
polymer:PCBM BHJ solar cells is largely determined by the lateral transport of
free, photogenerated electrons from the polymer-rich donor phase to the PCBMrich acceptor phase. At low fields, the nanometer length scale of phase separation
strongly influences the probability to escape bimolecular recombination, leading to
an increased short circuit current for finer phase separation. At high fields, the
lateral transport is suppressed and a transition to a vertical electron extraction
pathway occurs.

3.5

Experimental

The devices were made on cleaned glass/ITO substrates on which ~60 nm
of PEDOT:PSS (HC Starck, Clevios P VP AI 4083) was deposited . The active
layer was spin cast in air in UV-filtered dim ambient light from either a toluene (4
mg/ml) or chlorobenzene (4 mg/ml) solution containing poly(2-methoxy-5(3´,7´dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene)
(MDMO-PPV)
and
1-(3methoxycarbonyl)propyl-1-phenyl-[6,6]-fullerene (PCBM) in a weight ratio of 1:4.
After depositing the active layers, the substrates were immediately transferred to
an N2-filled glovebox ([H2O], [O2] < 1 ppm) for deposition of the top contact (~1
nm LiF followed by ~100 nm Al) by thermal evaporation below 10-6 mbar. J-V
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characteristics were taken at room temperature inside the glove box using a
Keithley 2400, either in the dark or under white light illumination with UV (GG
385) and infrared (KG1) filtered light from an tungsten halogen lamp a with a
maximum estimated light output of 2 kW/m2. Light intensity was varied using a
calibrated set of neutral density filters.
For TEM-investigation, the MDMO-PPV:PCBM blends were floated onto
the surface of demineralized water and picked up with 400-mesh copper TEM grids.
The bright-field TEM images were obtained with a Technai G2 20 (FEI Co., the
Netherlands) operated at 200 kV. AFM images were taken in tapping mode using a
Veeco MultiMode AFM connected to an extended NanoScope IIIa controller and
NanoSensors tips (PPP-NCHR, k ~ 40 N/m).
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Chapter 4
Connecting Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy
to Device Performance for Polymer:Fullerene
Organic Solar Cells

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) have been
used to measure the local photovoltaic performance of prototypical polymer:fullerene
(MDMO-PPV:PCBM) bulk heterojunction films with ~10 nm resolution. Fullerenerich clusters are found to act as sinks, extracting electrons from a ~15-25 nm wide
shell layer of a homogenously mixed polymer:fullerene matrix, surrounding the
fullerene cluster. The experimental results were quantitatively modeled with a 2D
drift-diffusion model that accounts for the specific morphology. The same 2D model
has subsequently been used to calculate the performance of macroscopic solar cells,
varying the composition of the film and the characteristic size of the phase
separation. Using these calculations, the ideal morphology of this bulk
heterojunction organic solar cell has been determined and is found to be very close
to what is experimentally realized. With this work, an unambiguous correlation has
been made between nanoscopic and macroscopic device photovoltaic performance.
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4.1

Introduction

Research on organic bulk heterojunction solar cells has resulted in yearly
improvements in their power conversion efficiency that now reaches ~7.6% in solar
light. 1,2,3 Evidently, further improvement is greatly helped by a better
understanding of the limiting factors of present devices. In particular, it is widely
accepted that for polymer:polymer 4, 5 and polymer:fullerene 6,7 bulk heterojunction
solar cells the degree of crystallinity 8,9 and the separation between donor and
acceptor phases 10- 12 are of crucial importance. On the one hand, phase separation in
pure acceptor and donor phases promotes crystallization –provided either or both
materials are crystalline– 13- 15 and promotes the collection of free charges. On the
other hand, a too strong phase separation reduces the interfacial area between
donor and acceptor materials, frustrating the separation of excitons into free
charges. Advanced scanning probe techniques, such as scanning Kelvin probe
microscopy (SKPM), 16- 20 scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM
and STS) and conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) 21 have given valuable
information about both the phase separated morphology and the local electrical
properties. 22- 24 However, what has been lacking so far is a quantitative link
between local (photo) current measurements and a macroscopic device model. 25
Here we present results from an extensive study of local (photo) currents in
a prototypical bulk heterojunction solar cell system consisting of a blend of poly[2methyloxy-5-(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MDMO-PPV) and 1-(3methoxycarbonyl)propyl-1-phenyl[6,6]C61 (PCBM). The current-voltage (I  V )
curves measured at the nanoscopic level are qualitatively and quantitatively
explained by a numerical drift-diffusion model that accounts for the phase
separated morphology and the particular measurement configuration. Using the
same parameters, predictive calculations are subsequently performed for
macroscopic solar cells of variable composition and morphology. The results
compare favorably to earlier experiments and indicate that, for the material system
studied, experimentally realized morphologies are very close to optimal.

4.2

Model

The numerical model used to interpret the data has been described in
detail before.25,26 In brief, it is based on the coupled drift-diffusion, Poisson, and
current continuity equations. It takes the phase separated morphology into account
as alternating slabs of two different phases, making the model essentially 2D.
Further, field and density independent mobilities, which differ in each phase, are
assumed. At a 1:4 weight ratio, the MDMO-PPV:PCBM is phase separated into a
homogenous mixed phase containing roughly equal amounts of polymer and PCBM
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and an almost pure nanocrystalline PCBM phase.11 Exciton dissociation is assumed
to take place exclusively in the bulk of this mixed phase and is taken independent
of electric field. In all calculations shown here the same parameters are used as in
previous bulk calculations,26 the only exception being the top contact in case of
STS simulations. In the STS simulations the top contact charge injection barrier
has to be readjusted according to the Fermi level of the tip, which is lower than for
LiF/Al which is normally used as top contact solar cells. Moreover, rather than
covering the entire active layer, the tip-contact is only a few nm wide, the rest of
the active layer surface remaining free, as illustrated in the Figure 4.1. Importantly,
no additional fitting parameters are used in the STS simulations as compared to
the bulk calculations. The parameters used are given in Table 4.1.
2a
Boundaries at the tip

L
Ld

d

La

μe/h, εr , G, R

μe/h, εr , G, R

Lb
Boundaries at bottom electrode
Figure 4.1: Schematic 3D diagrams of the ‘real’ experimental situation (panels on the left) and the
corresponding simplified geometry used in the 2D drift-diffusion model (panels on the right). In the
STM measurements, the top contact has not been deposited, and the topography/local I-V curves are
measured by a metal tip placed directly on the active layer. Boundaries at the both bottom and the top
contact (the tip) are defined. Each of the two phases in the real sample corresponds to a slab in the 2D
model, defined by geometry, mobilities, permittivity, and by the generation and recombination rates.
Table 4.1: List of parameters used in the model (MDMO-PPV:PCBM in weight ratio 20:80). Charge
carrier mobilities where taken from Ref. 31. Parameters for other compositions are calculated as outlined
in the text.
high me 1D model

low me 1D model

2D model

geometry:
L [nm]

100

100

100

Ld + La [nm]

-

-

30-800

ratio matrix:PCBM slab width Ld : La

-

-

3:7

mobilities:

mh matrix [m2/Vs]

1.40×10-8

1.40×10-8

1.40×10-8

me matrix [m /Vs]

-7

-10

2.00×10-10

2

2.07×10

2.00×10

mh PCBM cluster [m /Vs]

5.00×10-11

me PCBM cluster [m2/Vs]

2.00×10-7

2

General parameters
PEDOT:PSS,tip work function

5.2 eV,4.8 eV

LUMO, HOMO of PCBM

4.1eV, 6.1 eV

LUMO, HOMO of mixed phase

4.1eV, 5.2 eV
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4.3

Results and discussion

We have performed measurements by STM, and STS on the MDMOPPV:PCBM (1:4 w/w) active layers. A selection of the images and data obtained is
shown in Figure 4.2. The cross sections corresponding to the colored lines in Figure
4.2 are shown in Figure 4.3. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First topographies and spectroscopic results by STM will subsequently be discussed
and confronted with model calculations. On basis of these results, the model will be
used to evaluate the compositional and morphological dependence of the device
performance.
40 nm

a)

70 nm

c)

200 nm

200 nm
d)

40 nm

b)

200 nm

0 nm

0 nm

0 nm

40 nm

0 pA

8 nm

e)

200 nm

200 nm
0 nm

f)

200 nm
-6 pA

0 nm

Figure 4.2: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM and CITS) of MDMO-PPV:PCBM thin films. (a) 1
μm × 1 μm STM topography of toluene cast film at positive bias in the dark; (b) 1 μm × 1 μm STM
topography taken at positive bias under illumination of the film in (a); (c) 1 μm × 1 μm STM
topography of toluene cast film at negative sample bias under illumination; (d) 1 μm × 1 μm STM
topography of toluene cast film taken at positive sample bias; (e) 1 μm × 1 μm CITS image of the film
shown in (d) showing current map at = 0 V, red colour stands for higher electron current; (f) 0.4 μm ×
0.4 μm STM topography of chlorobenzene cast film at negative sample bias under illumination.

4.3.1

AFM and SKPM

The topography of an MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4) layer spin coated from
toluene as measured by AFM (Figure 2.2 a) shows large round clusters consisting
of pure crystalline PCBM11,27,28 surrounded by a homogenous mixed phase
consisting of MDMO-PPV:PCBM in ratio of roughly 1:1 (w:w).11,27,28 The phase
separation between the mixed and acceptor rich phase is also clearly visible in the
SKPM image recorded on the same section of the film in the dark (Figure 2.2 c).
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The contrast between the two phases in the SKPM measurement results from the
difference in hole injection barrier at the bottom contact, leading to different
amounts of holes diffusing into the layer.25 A previous analysis of SKPM data as in
Figure 2.2 c has shown that under illumination a net excess of photogenerated
electrons is present in the entire active layer.25
0

60
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20
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0

-20

current [pA]

height [nm], surface potential [mV], p [x1021 m-3]

80

-6

-40

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

-8
1.0

x/L

Figure 4.3: Cross sections over typical PCBM clusters as probed by various scanning probe techniques.
Colors and labels correspond to line sections in Figure 4.2. The solid and dashed gray line correspond to
line sections in Figure 2.2 a, c (AFM topography and surface potential), respectively. The yellow line
represents the calculated hole density p under illumination across the PCBM cluster. Topographic
heights cannot be directly compared as these are taken on different clusters. The horizontal axis is
normalized to facilitate comparison.

4.3.2

STM topography

STM topographies measured under illumination at negative sample bias
with respect to the tip are shown in Figure 4.2 a and b show the STM topography
of the active layer from toluene, measured at positive sample bias, in the dark and
under illumination, respectively. Figure 4.2 c and f for active layers spin coated
from toluene and chlorobenzene, respectively.
Figure 4.2 b and c show that the topographies taken at negative and
positive sample bias differ strongly, with the PCBM clusters showing up as
protrusions under negative bias, while under positive bias only the circumference of
the clusters can be distinguished clearly. This surprising difference between
topographies taken at negative and positive sample bias is a direct consequence of
the operational principle of STM. The STM feedback loop constantly monitors the
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tip current and makes adjustments to the tip height to maintain a constant
current. To accomplish this, the STM uses a setpoint, defined by a preset bias and
current. If the collected current is low compared to the current setpoint the
feedback moves the tip forward to enhance the current. For soft, low mobility
materials, the point at which measured and preset currents are equal may lie inside
the bulk rather than at the surface of the sample, in which case the tip enters into
the layer. The obtained “topographical” images therefore represent a surface of
constant conductance in which topographic minima and maxima reflect a reduction
and an enhancement of the local conductivity, respectively. This mode of invasive
scanning probe microscopy has successfully been used before on organic materials. 29
Surprisingly, we find that tip wear or contamination is relatively unimportant
provided suitable scan parameters are used. We should stress that all images shown
are totally stable under repeated scanning and reproduce well from sample to
sample.
To understand the different images under negative and positive sample
bias, it is important to recognize that the polarity of the sample bias determines
which charge carrier is probed.22
At negative sample bias under illumination the STM topographical image
closely resembles the AFM image. However, the spatial resolution of the STM is
higher, as can be seen from the substructure in the PCBM clusters that is present
in STM (Figure 4.2 c) but not in AFM (Figure 2.2 a). We note that it was
impossible to obtain a stable STM topography in the dark at negative sample bias.
This indicates that the probed current under illumination is (at least
predominantly) a photocurrent and that photocreated electrons can be extracted
from everywhere on the surface, i.e. also from the mixed phase. The latter
observation corroborates the conclusion from our previous work that under
illumination excess photogenerated electrons are present in the entire active layer.25
At positive setpoint (Figure 4.2 a, b), we found topographic rings whose
diameters correspond to the diameter of PCBM clusters and which resemble the
faint bright halo surrounding the PCBM cluster in the SKPM image of Figure 2.2
c. Since electron injection from the high work function tip materials (PtIr, Pt, or
Au) is extremely unlikely, the collected current at positive sample bias is attributed
to hole conduction from sample to tip. Hence, the bright rings of the PCBM
clusters in Figure 4.2 a and b correspond to regions of higher hole conductivity. In
order to confirm this assignment, we have calculated the hole concentration at the
surface of the active MDMO-PPV:PCBM layer under illumination, assuming that
the PCBM clusters are not covered by the mixed phase skin layer. The calculated
hole concentration in the topmost layer is shown in Figure 4.3 as the yellow line.
The calculations indeed show an enhanced hole density at the interface of the
mixed MDMO-PPV:PCBM and PCBM phases and support our assignment. Note
that this enhanced hole concentration at the interface of the two phases is not a
consequence of charge generation that only, or predominantly, would occur at the
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interface between the acceptor and mixed phases; our the model employs a charge
generation rate G that is constant everywhere in the mixed phase and zero in the
acceptor phase. Somewhat fainter rings are also found in dark STM measurements
at positive bias, indicating that also in the
dark holes diffusing from the bottom contact preferentially localize at the interface,
consistent with the rings observed in the SKPM image.
The very fine phase separation that is known to occur in MDMOPPV:PCBM (1:4) blends spin coated from chlorobenzene7 results in an almost
featureless topography, as shown in Figure 4.2 f. Like for the toluene-cast film, this
finding is consistent with topographies as measured by tapping mode AFM and by
transmission and scanning electron microscopy. See e.g. Ref. 7, 11, and 27. The
measurements by STM and STS on the fine separated active layers will be further
discussed in Appendix A.
We conclude this section by noticing that the feedback mechanism on the
current makes STM an extremely sensitive probe for local variations in
conductivity. However, each topographical image reflects the transport properties
only under one particular preset bias. As a complementary technique, we have
therefore performed spatially resolved STS measurements, which offer a detailed
look at local, nanoscopic, current-voltage relations.
4.3.3

STS

During this experiment, both topographical as well as I -V data are
simultaneously acquired over the entire scan area. The matrix of I -V curves can
be depicted as a current imaging tunneling spectroscopy (CITS) image: a current
map at given bias. An example of a CITS image recorded under illumination is
shown in Figure 4.2 e for V = 0 V (short circuit conditions). Representative I -V
curves measured at positive setpoint bias are given in Figure 4.4, along with
calculated I -V curves, and CITS images. Significantly, different I -V curves are
found on different characteristic positions on the sample, i.e. on the bulk of the
PCBM and mixed phases and at their interface. Due to the STM feedback system,
all I -V curves run through the same (set)point at +2.5 V. However, from a
device point of view, the most interesting regime is at reverse bias, on which we
shall focus. In the dark, no current could be measured in this regime and, hence,
the measured current is entirely carried by photocreated charges. This conclusion is
consistent with the impossibility to measure stable STM topographies at negative
setpoint in the dark, as discussed above.
From the two bulk phases, the highest current could be extracted from the
PCBM clusters, see blue and red symbols in Figure 4.4. In case of completed
devices, which are typically operated in the same field range as used here, the
PCBM clusters will thus facilitate electron transport to the top contact, effectively
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Figure 4.4: Local I-V curves under illumination obtained (a) from STS experiment at positive setpoint
(7 pA, +2.5 V) (symbols) and from the numerical model (lines) at different positions on the active
layer: on the PCBM cluster (red line), on the mixed phase (blue line), and at the interface between the
two phases (green line). Top and bottom right and images show CITS maps at 0 V and -2.5 V,
respectively. In absence of illumination, the current at reverse (negative) bias is zero in both experiment
and model.

acting as electron sinks. For both phases, the behavior at negative bias is
accurately described by the numerical model.
Further insight in the role of the PCBM clusters can be obtained by
looking at the dependence of the I -V curves on cluster diameter. Such curves
were collected from several active layers that differed by the degree of phase
separation and the size of the PCBM clusters and are plotted along with calculated
I -V curves in Figure 4.5. The measured local I -V curves (solid colored lines)
differ substantially in shape from the I -V curve of the completed device (plotted
as grey squares), highlighting the need to account for the different geometries
used. 30 As compared to the macroscopic device, the lower Voc in the STS curves
reflects the significantly higher work function of the tip material. The model allows
placing a tip with apex diameter 2a (2a  20 nm) at any position on the sample
and calculates the current density through the tip. * The calculated curves in Figure
4.5 (colored symbols) are in good agreement with the measured I -V curves.

* Since the model is 2D, a conversion to 3D needs to be made when calculating STS currents. For the
case of a tip placed on a PCBM cluster as studied here, it is easily derived that this conversion factor is
I 3D = S p LL2 J 2D with L being the size of the whole unit (see Figure 4.1), La the cluster diameter,
respectively, and I3D and J2D the ‘real’ 3D current from the cluster and the calculated current density,
respectively. S is a factor of order unity that accounts for the uncertainty in the illumination intensity
in the in-situ STS experiments and for tip geometry, and is kept constant for all samples.
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Figure 4.5: Local curves I-V for PCBM clusters of different diameter obtained from the numerical model
(solid lines: diameter La = 70 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, 550 nm, 750 nm) and from the STS
measurements (symbols: diameter La = 72 nm, 215 nm, 300 nm, 380 nm, 550 nm, 740 nm). The grey
symbols and line denote the measured and calculated I-V curve of the completed bulk device, i.e. with a
LiF/Al top contact, respectively. The inset illustrates the process responsible for the large photoelectron
current extracted from the PCBM clusters.

We take this as a further confirmation that our model gives an accurate description
of the local charge transport behavior, in particular of the role played by the
PCBM clusters. Since the performance of bulk heterojunction solar cells relies on
this nanoscale charge transport, we consider this an important benchmark for our
device model. In particular, it suggests that the good agreement between model and
measurement for the bulk device, see grey solid line and symbols in Figure 4.5, is
the result of a correct description of the underlying physics, rather than of only a
successful fitting procedure.
4.3.4

Optimized morphology

Since the absorption of light by PCBM is negligible, charges in the
MDMO-PPV:PCBM layer are almost exclusively generated in the mixed phase. As
a result, most of the electrons collected when the tip is located above a PCBM
cluster actually come from the shell layer surrounding the PCBM cluster. The
width of this layer can be estimated on basis of the assumption that the extracted
current is given by I = qGV where V is the volume of a concentric cylindrical layer
(of diameter La¢ - see inset of Figure 4.5) surrounding the PCBM cluster (of
diameter La ) and G is the charge generation rate, yielding for this width La¢ - La =

(

2 I pqGd + La 2

) -La with d = 100 nm the film thickness, I the measured current,
2
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and Geff = 5 ´ 1027 m-3 s-1 the generation rate. The width (La¢ - La ) 2 is 15 nm for the
largest (La ~ 700 nm) PCBM clusters and 25 nm for the smallest (La ~ 30 nm)
clusters, respectively.
Based on this result a prediction on the ideal morphology can already be
made. Since we have found that the largest fraction of the device current is
collected via the PCBM clusters, these should be equally distributed over an
otherwise homogeneous blend with a critical distance between two neighboring
clusters of La¢ - La as determined in the previous paragraph. If we consider the fine
phase separation of the chlorobenzene sample where the size of the PCBM clusters
La  30 nm, the thickness of the mixed phase layer from which the current is drawn
is then (La¢ - La ) 2  25 nm, which corresponds to approximately a 28:72 † (wt)
ratio of MDMO-PPV:PCBM. Experimentally, the optimal ratio, which provides
the highest current, is 25:75 (wt).11

The preceding results give us confidence that a realistic evaluation of
(bulk) device performance vs. composition and morphology can be made using the
numerical model. In Figure 4.6, we have calculated the most relevant performance
indicators of the solar cell (short circuit current density Jsc, open circuit voltage
VOC , fill factor FF, and maximum electrical output power Pmax ) as a function of
composition (wt. % of PCBM). First, we have focused on phase separated samples,
having a composition between 64 and 90 wt.% of PCBM, for which the morphology
changes from very fine (20 nm) to coarse (600 nm) phase separation. Such samples
can be fully described by the 2D model. The morphology in the 2D model is
defined by the sample composition (MDMO:PPV:PCBM ratio) and the typical
width Ld + La , with La and Ld the widths of the adjacent (2D) slabs of the pure
PCBM phase and the mixed phase, respectively. By fixing the composition of the
mixed phase as 1:1 (wt. %, see Ref. 11), the values of La and Ld follow from these
two parameters. The carrier mobilities in each phase depend on finer morphological
details and are assumed fixed in the present model. The hole and electron
mobilities in the PCBM cluster are taken as 510-11 m2/Vs and 210-7 m2/Vs,
respectively. In the blend both are chosen in such a way ‡ that the effective
mobility matches with the data in the Ref. 31.
For low PCBM concentrations, i.e. between 20 and 64 wt. % of PCBM,
phase separation is absent and the active layer is accurately described by a 1D

(

)

2

† The ratio is derived from the volumes of the PCBM cluster Vcluster = p La 2 d and of the surrounding

(

)

2

mixed layer Vblend = p La¢ 2 d -Vcluster . This is then recalculated to total masses in the entire sample
consisting of cluster and surrounding layer as mPCBM = rPCBM Vcluster + Vblend 2 for PCBM and
mPPV = rPPV Vblend 2 for MDMO-PPV. Here La¢ is the diameter of concentric layer surrounding the PCBM
cluster, La the diameter of the PCBM cluster, d is the thickness of the active layer, and rPCBM = 1.5 g/cm3
and rPPV = 0.9 g/cm3 the PCBM and PPV densities, respectively.
‡ Literature data on these devices are measured on completed, bulk devices, hence the measured
mobilities are a spatial average of the mobilities in the separate phases, i.e. meeff/ h = (med/h Ld + mea/ h La ) L .
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model that treats the blend as a compound organic semiconductor consisting of a
single homogenous phase. Above 64 wt. % the 1D model is oversimplified. However,
for instructive purposes we have applied the 1D model also to higher
concentrations, making different choices for the electron mobility. We have
performed two 1D calculations: one with a high and one with a low me . The high
electron mobility calculation mimics a device where (vertical) charge transport
through the separate phases dominates over (lateral) electron transport from the
mixed phase to the PCBM phase. Hence, close to VOC , this should be appropriate
for fine phase separations, i.e. small La .26 In contrast, the second calculation with a
low electron mobility mimics a device with problematic (lateral) electron transport
from the mixed phase to the PCBM, which is expected to occur for coarse phase
separation (large La ).26 Table 4.1 shows typical parameters for the 80 wt. % PCBM
sample.
Let us now return to the results shown in Figure 4.6. Starting at pure
PCBM, it shows that the short circuit current density J SC is increasing with
decreasing amount of PCBM until 64 wt. % of PCBM, after which the current is
decreasing again. The increase is caused by the increasing fraction of absorbing
material –the generation rate G in the mixed phase is kept constant, hence the
effective generation is increasing with increasing fraction of mixed phase. The
decrease below 64 wt. % PCBM is caused by the reduction in mobility of both
charges. Moreover, G has to be reduced with decreasing amount of PCBM in the
1D model to reflect the less efficient charge generation. On the other hand, the fill
factor defined as the ratio of the power in the maximum power point and the
product of J SC and VOC (FF = VmaxJ max VocJ SC ) is increasing with increasing amount
of PCBM due to the improved electron and hole transport with higher PCBM
loadings. The open circuit voltage VOC is largely independent of composition in 2D
model. The weak compositional dependence is the result of carrier diffusion from
the contacts, giving rise to band bending as discussed above. The variation is
caused by the fact that the two phases have different densities of states for
electrons and holes. Being a combination of these three parameters, the maximal
electrical power Pmax = J max ´Vmax reaches a maximum around 70 wt. % PCBM. To
facilitate comparison with experiment, the thick gray line indicates the model
predictions for devices with a morphology as measured by van Duren et al.11 Hence,
at increasing PCBM concentrations, the gray line moves to points corresponding to
larger La + Ld as the size of the PCBM domains, La , grows. The resulting trends in
Figure 4.6 are in good agreement with the experimental results of Ref. 11; the
absolute numbers of Jsc and Pmax being somewhat higher in the present work, as
indicated by the triangle at 80 wt. % PCBM. Although samples where the mixed
phase is the major phase (i.e. La < Ld, for PCBM wt. % < 70 %) provide a greater
charge generation, the lateral electron transport limits performance, as electrons
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Figure 4.6: Graphs of device performance: short circuit current density J SC , open circuit voltage VOC ,
maximum electrical output power Pmax and fill factor FF for different composition (wt. % PCBM) and
total lateral width (L = 30, 40, 60, 200, 800 nm, as indicated in the legend). Colored circles show
calculated values from the 2D model, empty squares: low-me 1D model, filled squares high-me 1D model.
The grey band connects calculated points having a morphology that corresponds to the one measured in
Ref. 11, see text for further discussion. Empty triangle: experimental value for the sample shown in
Figure 4.5, i.e. a 20:80 blend of MDMO-PPV:PCBM.

have to be transported further through the low-mobility mixed phase to reach the
high-mobility PCBM sink. This is confirmed by the fact that at 64 wt. % of PCBM
the 2D calculation is overlaid by the “low-me ” 1D model. For ‘inverse’ morphologies
(i.e. La > Ld, for PCBM wt. % > 80 %) the lateral distance to the PCBM sinks is
shorter and electron transport is no longer rate limiting. Consequently, in this
regime the 2D data are constricted by the high-me 1D model.
From the data in Figure 4.6 it is also clear that a relatively fine phase
separation (magenta, blue, orange circles) gives better device performance than a
relatively coarse phase separation (green and red circles), in agreement with earlier
observations.10,11 However, a further reduction in length scale of phase separation
(cf. blue and magenta circles) does not bring any significant improvement in
performance. Consequently, these results imply that further morphological
optimization of this material system cannot realistically be expected to yield a
significant improvement in performance. Evidently, higher carrier mobilities or an
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extended absorption spectrum (i.e. a higher G) can lead to substantial
improvements.

4.4

Conclusions

We have shown that a geometry where the top electrode of the active layer
is replaced by a metallic STM tip can be used to extract otherwise inaccessible
information on charge transport on a truly local, nanoscopic, scale. Depending on
whether the topography was monitored at positive or negative bias, photogenerated
holes or electrons are probed, respectively. Next, STS has been used to locally
measure I -V curves on different spots in the phase-separated morphology. The
I -V curves of PCBM clusters of different size have been calculated using a 2D
model. We have found that indeed PCBM clusters act as electron sinks, extracting
photocreated electrons from the mixed phase. The thickness of the shell layer
surrounding the PCBM clusters from which the current is drawn, is ~15 nm for the
largest clusters to ~25 nm for the smallest clusters. Based on these results the
optimal morphology of this material system could be determined: PCBM clusters
with a diameter below 50 nm and ~30 nm spacing, equally distributed over an
otherwise homogenous mixed phase, in good agreement with experimental
observations. Finally, the numerical model has been used for a detailed evaluation
of the main performance indicators, i.e. short circuit current, open circuit voltage,
maximum electrical output power, and fill factor, versus composition and
morphology. The results represent an insightful example of quantitatively relating
the photovoltaic performance of bulk-heterojunction blends on a nanoscopic level to
the macroscopic device performance and highlight the importance of nanoscale
transport of photocreated charge carriers in these devices.

4.5

Measurements

The active layers addressed in this study are bulk heterojunctions
consisting of a 1:4 w/w blend of MDMO-PPV and PCBM spin coated in air in UVfiltered dim ambient light from either chlorobenzene or toluene (both 3 mg/mL
MDMO-PPV). Substrates consisted of a 60 nm thick layer of poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene-sulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS,
HC
Starck
electronic grade Baytron P VP AI4083) on clean ITO/glass. All samples were
transferred immediately after preparation into an N2–filled glovebox ([H2O] < 1
ppm, [O2] < 1 ppm and T = 20°C) where all STM/S measurements were
performed. The STM/STS setup consists of a Veeco Multimode AFM/STM
controlled by an SPM100 from RHK. A white halogen lamp (~ 0.4 kW/m2) was
used for illumination during local photocurrent measurements. We used cut PtIr
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and etched Pt and Au tips, but did not observe any relevant differences between
the various tips.
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Chapter 5
Description of the Morphology Dependent ChargeTransport and Performance of Polymer:Fullerene
Bulk-Heterojunction Solar Cells

We present a combined numerical charge transport and morphology model
to describe the device characteristics of three different, benchmark polymer:fullerene
bulk heterojunction organic solar cells in which the device performance critically
depends on the processing conditions or composition of the active layer. We find
that an accurate description of the device performance over a broad bias range can
be obtained when the actual complex, 3D phase separation is mapped on a simplified
2D or even 1D description. This mapping allows one to predict, for a particular
system, the potential for increasing device performance by further optimizing the
morphology. The optimal simplified morphology consists of two interpenetrated
percolating networks, which allow for fast lateral separation of photocreated
charges. This morphology can effectively be described as 1D.
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5.1

Introduction

Morphology and phase separation play an important role in the efficiency
of organic bulk heterojunctions solar cells (BHJ). 1 For optimizing the efficiency of a
newly synthesized polymer in such solar cell, it is necessary to obtain control over
the morphology of the active layer, usually via an empirical approach. 2- 10
Irrespective of the final outcome, it often remains uncertain whether further
tweaking of the morphology might lead to higher efficiencies, as witnessed by
numerous attempts to the morphology by, e.g., the choice of solvent, thermal
annealing, solvent annealing, or using processing additives.1-10 Although qualitative
rules of thumb have been established, a quantitative relation between morphology
and device performance has so far been lacking. This chapter describes a model
that can help to fill that gap.
The common picture of the operational principle of BHJs is that a
photogenerated exciton in, say, the donor phase diffuses to the interface with the
nearby acceptor phase at which charge transfer takes place, i.e. an electron is
transferred from the donor to the acceptor material. The free or weakly bound
carriers are subsequently separated and transported to the contacts through
percolating paths in the different phases. Since ‘morphology’ is a broad concept, all
steps in this sequence of events are, directly or indirectly, affected by some aspect
of it. This work focuses on the relation between the largest length scales in the
phase separated morphology of BHJs and device performance, i.e. we will model
length scales that are large as compared to single molecules or monomers. Hence, a
drift/diffusion model for charge transport can be applied. The model, that will be
outlined below, uses material parameters like electron and hole mobilities and
generation and recombination rates as input. By treating these as effective
parameters, the obvious fact that they are affected by the molecular scale
morphology is implicitly incorporated. The fact that this approach turns out to
work quite well, as will be shown below, suggests that in the material systems
studied the molecular scale morphology is largely decoupled from the morphology
on larger length scales.
The type of phase separation in BHJ layers obtained by solution casting of
conjugated polymers mixed with fullerene derivatives distinctly depends on the
nature of the two components. Many polymer:fullerene blends, however, do show
some similarities. For small or intermediate amounts of fullerene material,
sometimes even up to about 50%, a mixed polymer:fullerene phase is obtained in
which larger scale phase (> 10 nm) separation has not yet occurred. Solar cells that
have such well-mixed phase as active layer usually have a low efficiency.3 Larger
amounts of fullerene typically result in a phase-separated morphology. Of the two
phases, one is the ‘mixed’ phase, consisting of both the polymer and the fullerene,
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while the other is an almost pure phase of crystalline fullerene material.3,11,12 The
crystallization of fullerene material from the blend is an important driving force for
the tendency of the fullerene to the phase separate from the -usually amorphouspolymer. The efficiency of these phase-separated blends in solar cells can be much
higher than for homogenously mixed layers, but the actual value can still vary
dramatically. In selected examples, e.g. poly(3-hexylthiophene), also the polymer
has a profound tendency to crystallize and this then causes the domains of rather
pure polymer to be formed, in addition to mixed and crystalline fullerene
phases.5,13- 15 Thermal or solvent annealing often results in enhanced phase
separation with time.
Since the absorption coefficient of the conjugated polymer is much higher
than that of the fullerene in the visible range, light absorption and charge
generation predominantly take place in the mixed phase and –when present– in the
pure polymer phase. Since the electron mobility in the semi-crystalline fullerene-rich
phase is orders of magnitude higher than in the mixed phase, 16,17 the fullerene-rich
clusters are significant for electron transport, provided the photocreated electron
manages to travel from the mixed or pure polymer phase to the fullerene-rich
cluster. 18,19
Here, we present a numerical model that describes the charge transport in
BHJ. Calculated current-voltage (J -V ) and current-incident light power
(J - ILP ) curves are compared to experimental data for various polymer:fullerene
blends processed under different conditions. The model accurately relates the large
differences in device characteristics to differences in morphology as observed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). The fullerene used in this study is PCBM.
Three prototypical polymers, P3HT, PF10TBT and MDMO-PPV, have been used
(see experimental section for full names). The former one produces a rather fine
phase separation; the latter two produce a relatively coarse phase separation of
pure PCBM domains embedded in a polymer rich matrix, as described above. For
these BHJ, the input parameters of the model can be taken from literature.16,17,20
Based on these results, four simplified morphologies are identified, allowing
statements about whether the optimal morphology has been reached for a
particular polymer:PCBM combination. Moreover, it allows predicting the
performance of the device with an optimized morphology. For MDMO-PPV:PCBM
and P3HT:PCBM we find that very little improvement of the currently optimized
cells (of given composition) may be expected from further fine tuning the
morphology. However, the maximum output power of the PF10TBT:PCBM cell
might be improved by ~25%.
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Boundaries at top electrode

L
L1
μe/h, εr , G, R

d

L2
μe/h, εr , G, R

Lb
Boundaries at bottom electrode
Figure 5.1: Schematic 3D diagrams of the ‘real’ experimental situation (panels on the left) and the
corresponding simplified geometry used in the 2D drift-diffusion model (panels on the right). In the bulk
I-V curve measurements, the top electrode has been deposited. Thus, boundaries at the both bottom
and the top contact are defined. Each of the two phases in the real sample corresponds to a slab in the
2D model, defined by geometry, mobilities, permittivity, and by generation and recombination rate.

5.2

Model

A numerical model was employed to perform simulations of J -V and
J - ILP curves. The model has been described in detail in Ref. 21 and solves the
coupled drift-diffusion, Poisson, and current continuity equations for holes and
electrons on a rectangular 2D grid on which donor and acceptor phases are defined.
The complex 3D morphology of the real BHJ therefore has to be mapped onto a 2D
description. The simplest, and as will be shown sufficiently accurate, method is to
represent the two phases (the mixed phase and the crystalline fullerene phase) as
alternating slabs. The width of the slabs is determined by two parameters: the size
of the entire unit L, set equal to the typical fullerene cluster size plus the typical
distance between two fullerene clusters, and the ratio between two phases. Each
slab is, next to its geometry, characterized by the mobility μe/h of electrons and
holes, the free charge generation rate G, the relative permittivity r, the HOMO
and LUMO energies which, in combination with the anode and cathode work
functions, set the injection barriers for holes and electrons, and the density of states
g0 of the two phases. The entire sample has a uniform thickness d. The
recombination rate is given by a modified Langevin expression R = rpre gnp , where
rpre is the recombination prefactor, which is unity for pure Langevin recombination,
g is the Langevin rate constant, 22 and n and p are the electron and hole charge
densities, respectively. BHJs which are not phase separated are described by a 1D
version of the model. In such a case, the geometry is fully characterized by the
active layer thickness, the mobility of electrons and holes in the mixed phase, the
HOMO of the donor material and the LUMO of the acceptor material, the average
relative permittivity, the generation and recombination rates and the density of
states. All parameters used are listed in Table 5.1. The geometrical parameters are
extracted from TEM, AFM, and STM images. Effective electron and hole
mobilities were determined as geometrical averages: meff = me1/h L1 + me2/h L2 L,
where L1 and L2 are the widths of the mixed and crystalline phase and me1/h and me2/h
measured mobilities in the blend and in the crystalline phase.16,17,20
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Table 5.1: List of parameters used in the simulations. For all devices, the workfunction of the
PEDOT:PSS bottom contact φb = 5.1 eV and of the LiF:Al top contact φt = 4.2 eV.
P3HT:PCBM
annealed
1D
morphology
2D
morphology

mixed
phase
-

11

ratio

-

L [nm]

-

mixed
phase

mixed
phase

PF10TBT:PCBM
ac

cryst.
P3HT
9
40

-

mixed
phase

-

4

-

d [nm]

100

G [nm-3s-1]

8.2

100

Geff [nm-3s-1]

-

h [m2/Vs]

3×10-8

2×10-8

4×10-8

e [m2/Vs]

3×10-7

5×10-7

2×10-11

h,eff [m2/Vs]

-

7
9.2

7

3×10-8

-

mixed
phase

cb

-

mixed
phase

16

-

5

-

210

4.4

4.25

PCBM
cluster

mixed
phase

15

5
800

80

140

19.3

0

-

9.8

0

4.8

2.5

12

4×10-8

1×10-11

8×10-9

4×10-8

2×10-11

4×10-8

1.3×10-8

2×10-10

5×10-7

3×10-7

2×10-10

3×10-7

2×10-10

-

8×10-9

-

PCBM
cluster
15

40

200
0

t

-

PCBM
cluster

22.3

3.5×10-

4:1

100

100

11

MDMO-PPV:PCBM

1:4

1×10-8

2×10-11
3×10-7
1×10-8

e,eff [m2/Vs]

-

εr

3.6

3.6

3

3.9

3.6

3.9

3.9

3.6

3.9

3.6

3.9

g0 [nm-3]

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

HOMO
[eV]

4.9

4.9

4.9

4.9

5.4

6.1

5.4

5.2

6.1

5.2

6.1

LUMO [eV]

4.1

4.1

2.7

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

2.5×10-7

-

3.8×10-7

-

2.2×10-7

2.2×10-7

HOMO and LUMO energies are taken form Ref. 20, 23, and 24. The
generation rate G2 is set zero in the weakly-absorbing pure PCBM phase, while in
the strongly absorbing mixed phase the G1 is determined from effective generation
rate Geff = (G1L1 + G2L2 ) L which has been extracted from the measured J -V
curves as Geff = J max qd , where J max is the saturation current (at -10 V) under
illumination, and q is the elementary charge. Following this procedure, the model is
free of arbitrary valued fitting parameters since all parameters are known a priori
within small margins reflecting the accuracy of their experimental determination.

5.3
5.3.1

Results
Morphology

The morphology of the samples was investigated by combining TEM,
AFM, and STM images as shown in Figure 5.2. We propose a categorization of the
observed morphology on basis of the degree of phase separation in Figure 5.3. On
one extreme of this morphological scale, phase separation is absent. Of the studied
samples, the as-cast P3HT:PCBM (Figure 5.2 b) and 4:1 PF10TBT:PCBM (Figure
5.2 d) BHJ fall in this category (I). In both active layers, no signs of phase
separation on length scales in excess of a few nm can be observed in STM and
TEM images. On the other extreme, long-range lateral phase separation is present.
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The MDMO-PPV:PCBM BHJ spin coated from toluene falls in this category (IV),
as both AFM and TEM images (Figure 5.2 f) show pronounced phase separation of
PCBM clusters, several hundreds of nm in diameter, embedded in a mixed matrix.
In between, we discern two intermediate morphologies with relatively fine phase
separation. First, a category (II) of balanced phase separation in which both phases
occur in approximately the same ratio. The annealed P3HT:PCBM (Figure 5.2 a)
BHJ falls into this category. High resolution TEM and STM images show a narrow,
crystalline P3HT network embedded in a mixed matrix.15 Second, a category (III)
where the phase separation is still very fine, but one phase dominates over the
other. MDMO-PPV:PCBM and PF10TBT:PCBM, both from chlorobenzene in
weight ratio 1:4 fall in this category. The fibrous-looking network, which is most
clearly visible in the TEM image for PF10TBT:PCBM (1:4) (Figure 5.2 c) and in
the AFM image for MDMO-PPV:PCBM (1:4, from chlorobenzene)(Figure 5.2 e),
consists of a polymer-rich phase that separates the fullerene clusters.
Below we will show that each category has its own characteristic features
in the J -V curves. Reproducing the features of categories III and IV evidently
requires the 2D model, whereas category I can be dealt with using a 1D model. The
parameters used in the 2D simulation for thermally annealed P3HT:PCBM are
shown in Table 5.1. In the 2D calculation narrow alternating slabs are considered.
The first one consists of a mixed P3HT:PCBM phase, where me > mh . The second
8 nm

a)

100nm

200nm

100nm

200nm

200nm

0

100nm

0
4 nm

d)

100nm

0

200nm

8 nm

e)

200nm

4 nm

b)

8 nm

c)

200nm

0
80 nm

f)

500nm

0

200nm

0

Figure 5.2: STM (a, c) and AFM (b, d, e, f) (top part of the figures) and TEM (bottom part) images of
the active layer BHJ solar cells. (a+b) P3HT:PCBM, spin coated from chlorobenzene and annealed at
130 °C for 10 min. (a) and untreated (b). (c+d) PF10TBT:PCBM in weight ratio 1:4 (c) and 4:1 (d)
spin coated from chlorobenzene. (e+f) MDMO-PPV:PCBM spin coated from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm
(e) and toluene at 800 rpm (f).
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phase consist of pure crystalline P3HT, where me  mh . The generation rate in both
the crystalline P3HT and mixed P3HT:PCBM phases is nonzero. For the mixed
phase electron transfer to the fullerene readily occurs after absorption of light by
P3HT, but also for the crystalline P3HT, which often comes as thin, nanometerwide whisker-like fibers that are in contact with PCBM, absorption of light
contributes to charge generation. Surprisingly, we find that the outcomes of the 2D
model for category II (fine and balanced phase separation) coincide with those of
the 1D model provided that the (high) electron mobility of the acceptor phase and
the (high) hole mobility of the donor phase are used (see inset of Figure 5.4). The
fact that 1D and 2D coincide can be understood by considering the limiting
situation of infinitely narrow stripes of donor and acceptor material, which should
evidently behave as a 1D system. This finding rationalizes the previous successful
use of 1D models for the P3HT:PCBM material system.17 In the following, we will
use the less computationally demanding 1D model for this category.
No phase separation

I.

P3HT:PCBM (1:1) (ac)
PF10TBT:PCBM (4:1)

Fine, balanced phase separation

II.

P3HT:PCBM (1:1) (130°C)

Fine, unbalanced phase separation

III.

PF10TBT:PCBM (1:4)
MDMO:PPV:PCBM (1:4) (cb)

Coarse, unbalanced phase separation

IV.

MDMO:PPV:PCBM (1:4) (t)

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of polymer:PCBM blend morphologies as extracted from TEM,
AFM and/or STM. The grey slabs represent the most polymer rich phase and black phase represent the
most fullerene rich phase.
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Figure 5.4: Measured (symbols) and simulated (lines) current vs. reduced bias |V-Voc| curves for
polymer:fulerene bulk-heterojunction solar cells. The active layer consist of (a) P3HT:PCBM, annealed
(black), untreated (grey), inset: solid line: 1D calculation, dashed line: 2D calculation; (b)
PF10TBT:PCBM at weight ratio 1:4 (black) and 4:1 (grey); (c) MDMO-PPV:PCBM from
chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm (black) and toluene at 800 rpm (grey). The sharp increase in measured
current around 10 V is due to minority carrier injection.

It has been shown before that untreated P3HT:PCBM is well mixed and
its efficiency can be improved by annealing above 100 °C. Thermal annealing
results in an enhanced crystallinity of both the P3HT and PCBM phases and
extended phase separation.5,14,25 The formation of the phase separated and more
crystalline morphology by thermal annealing leads to a remarkable increase in the
hole mobility by a factor ~104 and a lesser increase by ~101 in the electron
mobility, see also Table 5.1.17
5.3.2

Performance

Although the photocurrents at -10 V are very similar and hence the free
carrier generation rates are almost equal in the as-cast and annealed devices, the
latter has a superior performance, as shown in Figure 5.4 a. This difference is due
to a far stronger bimolecular recombination in the as-cast device. Because G is
determined experimentally from the current under illumination at large negative
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Figure 5.5: Measured (symbols) and simulated (lines) short circuit current density (Jsc) vs. incident light
power (ILP) the polymer:fulerene bulk-heterojunction solar cells. (a) P3HT:PCBM, annealed (black),
untreated (grey); (b) PF10TBT:PCBM at weight ratio 1:4 (black) and 4:1 (grey); (c) MDMOPPV:PCBM from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm (black) and toluene at 800 rpm (grey). In the simulations,
the ILP is changed by changing the generation rate G in the absorbing phase. The parameters S refer to
the slope of Jsc vs. ILP as Jsc ~ ILPS in experimental and calculated curves, respectively. S is
determined by a least squares fit over the entire ILP range. The dotted lines indicate unity slope.

bias, geminate losses are effectively accounted for in the value of G as long as these
are not field-dependent. The somewhat higher value of G in the annealed sample
likely reflects a more efficient free charge generation. Corroboration of the notion of
dominant bimolecular recombination comes from the light intensity dependence of
the short-circuit current shown in Figure 5.5 a. In this logarithmic plot the shortcircuit current of the annealed P3HT:PCBM device shows a slope that is extremely
close to unity for the entire range of ILP (Jsc = ILPS, with S  1), indicative of
very low bimolecular recombination. For the as-cast device, in contrast, Jsc shows a
slope that drops below unity at rather low light levels, indicating bimolecular
recombination. The main reason for the different behavior of the two devices is the
crystalline nature of P3HT in the annealed device and the associated increased hole
mobility that enables efficient transport of photocreated holes.
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Qualitative comparison of the J -V curves of MDMO-PPV:PCBM devices
in categories III and IV with the P3HT:PCBM devices in I and II reveals two
major differences. First, substantial performance differences are present between
devices with identical electron and hole mobilities, c.f. the chlorobenzene and
toluene cast devices in Table 5.1. Second, an almost linear slope (on double-log
scale) is observed at intermediate bias, 0.1 – 1 V in Figure 5.4 c. Both features can
directly be related to the 2D phase separated morphology, and were extensively
discussed in a previous paper.19 In devices with this morphology, losses to
bimolecular recombination are avoided when electrons, which are photocreated in
the mixed phase, are transported to the electron extracting top contact via the
PCBM clusters where the electron mobility is about three orders of magnitude
higher than in the mixed phase. Since these clusters are finer spaced in the
chlorobenzene-cast device than in the toluene-cast cell, the former BHJ is more
efficient. The larger role of bimolecular recombination in the latter device is
reflected in the light intensity dependence shown in Figure 5.5 c, showing a small
but systematic difference in slope S, with lower values of S, indicating higher
bimolecular recombination, for the coarser, toluene-cast sample.
The linear slope (on double-log scale) in the J -V curve can now be
identified as being due to a transition between two regimes. At low electric fields,
as discussed above, electrons make a lateral motion to the PCBM clusters. At very
high fields, here above a few Volts over ~100 nm, the shorter transit time and the
changed field distribution prevent this path and electrons remain in the mixed
phase where they are exposed to recombination. The ‘linear’ part is the transition
between these two regimes.19 It can therefore be used as an experimentally easily
obtained indicator for 2D-like charge transport.
In view of the preceding discussion, it is to be expected that the
PF10TBT:PCBM blend in weight ratio 4:1, which shows no measurable phase
separation, can be well described by the 1D model. Moreover, the low electron and
hole mobilities should lead to J -V and J  ILP curves that resemble those of the
as-cast P3HT:PCBM, which has comparably low mobilities. The higher hole and
lower electron mobility in the PF10TBT:PCBM system is likely the consequence of
the higher polymer:PCBM ratio. Indeed, the 4:1 PF10TBT:PCBM device behaves
quite similar to the as-cast P3HT:PCBM device, c.f. the grey curves in Figure 5.4
b, a and in Figure 5.5 b, a. The large voltage range over which the extracted
current density increases and the resulting low short circuit current reflect the long,
as compared to the recombination rate, transit time of the charge carriers due to
their low mobility. Only at very high voltages does the transit time become
substantially shorter than the recombination lifetime and does the device current
saturate.
In contrast, the parameters and morphology of the 1:4 PF10TBT:PCBM
device are very similar to those of the chlorobenzene-cast MDMO-PPV:PCBM
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device, the main differences being the somewhat longer length scale of phase
separation and higher generation rate in the former –see Table 5.1. Hence, similar
behavior is expected and indeed observed; see the black curves in Figure 5.4 b, a
and in Figure 5.5 b, a. The different (reduced) bias at which the transition from
low to high-field behavior sets in is the result of the differences mentioned above.
From the analysis of the three polymer:PCBM systems presented above, it
follows that the optimal morphology of this type of BHJ is the one schematically
represented in Figure 5.3 as category II, i.e. a very fine (lateral) alternation of
electron and hole transporting layers. This can also be achieved by a purely 1D
morphology represented by category I, provided that electron and hole mobilities
are high. However, a morphology without any phase separation seems to exclude a
high mobility of both types of charge carrier due to absence of crystallinity.
The annealed P3HT:PCBM BHJ has the optimal morphology of category
II, and consequently the lowest bimolecular recombination, i.e. highest S parameter
(Figure 5.5 a) of the devices studied. The morphology of the MDMO-PPV:PCBM
BHJ from chlorobenzene is close to category II, and further refinement of the
morphology only leads to marginal improvements in performance. 26 More
interesting in this respect is the 1:4 PF10TBT:PCBM device which can, in
principle, significantly be improved. In case the total width of the mixed phase plus
PCBM cluster, L, could be shrunk down from 100 nm to 40 nm, like for MDMOPPV:PCBM BHJ from chlorobenzene, while maintaining all other parameters, the
grey line in Figure 5.6 is obtained. In that case, Jsc can increase from 80 A/m2 to
110 A/m2. It is important to note that the characteristic linear slope at
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Figure 5.6: Measured (symbols) and simulated (lines) curves of a PF10TBT:PCBM (1:4) bulkheterojunction solar cell with the actual phase separation (L ~ 100 nm) (black). The grey line is a
prediction for the same device with optimized, finer phase separation (L = 40 nm).
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intermediate bias has disappeared in the optimized device. Hence, in line with the
preceding discussion, this feature can be identified as an indicator of a non-optimal
morphology.
A more detailed comparison of performance indicators of the devices
studied can be found in Table 5.2. It shows that the maximum output power of the
PF10TBT:PCBM BHJ with fine phase separation increases from 40 W/m2 (feature
size ~100 nm) to 52 W/m2 (feature size ~30 nm) and exceeds the maximum output
power of annealed P3HT:PCBM.
As a last remark we should come back to the surprising fact that the very
simplified morphology used in the calculations presented here seems to catch the
most relevant features of the J -V and J  ILP curves of three benchmark
polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells.
In particular, in the annealed P3HT:PCBM system the actual morphology,
where the random nanoscale network of crystalline P3HT is embedded in the mixed
phase matrix not quite resembles alternating slabs.15 Apparently the randomness
does not prevent the system from behaving 1D-like. One can speculate that a
morphology with only vertical fibers would give a higher effective hole mobility and
a (marginally) better performance. Something similar holds for the 1:4
PF10TBT:PCBM device, where we cannot be sure that the PCBM clusters run as
vertical columns through the device. Still it is reasonable to distinguish transport
within a phase and between phases, which is the basis of the outcomes of our
model. As stated in the introduction, finer morphological details like dead ends,
isolated clusters and molecular packing and mixing are not explicitly accounted for,
and it remains an interesting question how the molecular scale morphology
translates into the effective parameters used here.22,27,28 In particular, it may shed
light on the reasons as to why a reduced Langevin prefactor (rpre = 0.1)22,29 needs to
be used for the P3HT:PCBM system in order to reproduce the fill factor.
Table 5.2: Performance indicators of the solar cells studied in this work. All numbers refer to
experiments, apart from those of the improved PF10TBT:PCBM device, which have been calculated.
Voc [V]
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Jsc [A/m2]

MPP [W/m2]

FF [-]

P3HT:PCBM (ac)

0.7

-36

9

0.36

P3HT:PCBM (ac)

0.59

-113

38

0.56

PF10TBT:PCBM 4:1

1.07

-39

13

0.32

PF10TBT:PCBM 1:4

1.01

-79

40

0.5

MDMO-PPV:PCBM t

0.83

-24

9

0.46

MDMO-PPV:PCBM cb

0.85

-45

21

0.55

PF10TBT:PCBM 1:4 improved

1.01

-107

52

0.48
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5.4

Conclusions

We have presented a numerical charge transport and morphology model
that reproduces the key features of the electrical characteristics of prototypical
polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction solar cells under illumination. On this basis,
we distinguish four qualitatively different morphologies. For best performance, the
BHJ should have a phase-separated morphology with feature sizes that are smaller
than ~50 nm. Such fine phase separated morphology improves charge transport
within and between the two phases and reduces bimolecular charge recombination.
Moreover, the characteristic linear slope that is sometimes observed at intermediate
bias in the double log plot of the current density versus reduced bias is identified as
indicative of a non-optimal morphology.

5.5

Measurements

Three different polymers were used as donor material: regioregular poly(3hexylthiophene)
(P3HT),
poly[2,7-(9,9-didecylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(4 ,7 -di-2thienyl-2 ,1 ,3 -benzothiadiazole)
(PF10TBT)
and
poly[2-methoxy-5(3´,7´dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) were mixed in
solution with [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) as accepting
material. Films were deposited by spin coating on top of PEDOT:PSS (HC Starck,
Clevios P VP AI 4083) /ITO/glass substrates. Each of the three blends was
prepared or processed in two different ways, leading to a solar cell with a high and
a low efficiency. The P3HT:PCBM (weight ratio 1:1, 10 mg/mL P3HT) solar cell
was spin coated from chlorobenzene at 1500 rpm. The high efficiency device was
obtained by annealing at 130 °C for 10 min. The low efficiency device was not
thermally processed and measured as cast. The PF10TBT:PCBM (4 mg/mL)
layers were spin coated from chlorobenzene in weight ratios 1:4 (high efficiency)
and 4:1 (low efficiency) at 1500 rpm. The MDMO-PPV:PCBM (weight ratio 1:4)
solar cell was spin coated from chlorobenzene (high efficiency) and toluene (low
efficiency) at 1500 and 800 rpm, respectively.
After deposition of the active layers, the substrates were immediately
transferred to an N2-filled glovebox ([H2O], [O2] < 1 ppm) for deposition of the top
contact (~1 nm LiF followed by ~100 nm Al) by thermal evaporation in high
vacuum (< 10-6 mbar). J -V characteristics were taken at room temperature inside
the glove box using a Keithley 2400 SMU, either in the dark or under white light
illumination with UV (GG 385) and infrared (KG1) filtered light from an tungsten
halogen lamp a with a maximum estimated light output of 1 kW/m2. Incident light
power (ILP) was varied using a calibrated set of neutral density filters.
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The morphology of the active layers was characterized using TEM, AFM,
and STM. For TEM-investigation, the active layers were floated onto the surface of
demineralized water and picked up with 400-mesh copper TEM grids. The brightfield TEM images were obtained with a Technai G2 20 (FEI Co., the Netherlands)
operated at 200 kV. AFM images were taken in tapping mode using a Veeco
MultiMode AFM connected to an extended NanoScope IV controller and
NanoSensors tips (PPP-NCHR, k ~ 40 N/m). STM was measured with a Veeco
MultiMode in STM mode connected to an RHK SPM100 controller using cut PtIr
tips. All STM and AFM experiments were performed in an N2-filled glovebox.
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Chapter 6
The Dynamic Organic p-n Junction: Evidence for
Existence and Elucidation of Properties *

We demonstrate the in-situ formation of a dynamic light-emitting p-n
junction within an organic semiconductor by electrochemical means. Specifically,
we utilize scanning Kelvin probe microscopy and optical probing on planar lightemitting electrochemical cells (LECs) with an active material mixture of a
conjugated polymer and a solid-state electrolyte positioned between two Au
electrodes defining an inter-electrode gap of 120 μm. We find that a significant
portion of the potential drop coincides spatially with the location of a thin and
distinct light-emission zone positioned >30 μm away from the negative electrode.
These results are relevant in the context of a long-standing scientific debate, since
they prove that electrochemical doping can take place in LECs. Moreover, a followup study on the doping formation and dissipation kinetics provides interesting detail
regarding the electronic structure and stability of the dynamic organic p-n junction,
which may be useful in future novel and versatile dynamic p-n junction based
electronic devices.

*

This work has been published: P. Matyba, K. Maturova, M. Kemerink, N. D. Robinson, and L.
Edman, “The dynamic organic p–n junction”, Nature Mater. 2009, 8, 672.
This chapter is result of collaboration with the group of Ludvig Edman (University of Umea, Sweden).
Samples were prepared by Piotr Matyba.
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6.1

Introduction

Organic semiconductors are heralded for their simple processing and
extraordinary chemical customizability, and emerging low-cost and flexible devices
based on these materials are expected to revolutionize the role electronics play in
our everyday lives. 1,2 Some devices are already becoming commercially available —
a notable example being the organic light-emitting diode (OLED) in television and
cell phone displays — but it is clear that further opportunities exist beyond the
current state of the art. For instance, the soft nature of organic semiconductors can
allow in-situ electrochemical tuning of important material properties. 3 – 13 One
device that exploits this opportunity in an attractive manner is the light-emitting
electrochemical cell (LEC). 14 – 22 The nominal difference between an LEC and an
OLED is that the former contains mobile ions in the active material. 23 – 30 These
ions rearrange during operation, which in turn allows for a range of attractive
device properties, including low-voltage operation of functional LEC devices with
thick active layers and stable electrode materials. 31 –36
However, the further development of LECs is currently hampered by an
inadequate understanding of the device operation. In fact, an active debate
regarding the fundamental nature of LEC operation has continued for more than a
decade, and two distinct models are competing for acceptance: the electrochemical
doping model18,32,37 – 40 and the electrodynamic model.36,41 –44 In order to distinguish
them, it is appropriate to establish the electrostatic potential profile in a device
during steady-state operation, as the models predict distinctly differing profiles.
The electrodynamic model predicts that the entire applied potential will drop over
thin electric double layers (EDLs) at the metal/active material interfaces, while the
electrochemical doping model predicts that a significant fraction of the applied
potential will drop over a light-emitting p-n junction. Thus, in order to
discriminate between the two models, it is essential to record the potential profile
within an LEC device where the light emission zone is positioned away from the
metal/active material interfaces.
Two attempts have been made to measure the electrostatic potential
within an LEC device during operation. Slinker et al.43 employed electric force
microscopy on a planar LEC, with an ionic organometallic semiconductor as the
active material. Although their measurements have been questioned, primarily
because light-emission and the potential profile were observed under radically
different experimental conditions,37 they demonstrated that such direct potential
measurements could be performed in planar devices. In a more recent report,
Pingree et al. 45 used scanning Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM) on planar LECs
containing a mixture of a conjugated polymer and a solid-state electrolyte as the
active material. They did not report any light emission data, and the presented
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potential profiles were unfortunately inconclusive in that the potential drop was
positioned at the negative electrode interface, and as such in effect consistent with
both proposed models of operation.
In this article, we utilize the SKPM technique in parallel with lightemission detection on planar LEC devices, comprised of an active material mixture
of {poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) +
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) + KCF3SO3} positioned between two Au electrodes,
where the latter define an inter-electrode gap of 120 μm. Figure 6.1 shows the
active material constituents on the left and a schematic diagram illustrating the
probing of a planar LEC device with SKPM on the right. Importantly, the
operational conditions during the SKPM measurements and the light emission
probing were identical (see methods section for details), and the light emission zone
in this LEC can be positioned far away from the electrode/active material
interfaces.33,35 As motivated above, the latter is critical in order to distinguish
between the two models. It is made possible in these experiments by the use of an
organic semiconductor-electrolyte active material in which undesired
electrochemical side-reactions at the metal/active material interfaces are effectively
suppressed. 46,47
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Figure 6.1: Molecular structure of active material components. A schematic diagram illustrating the
probing of a planar LEC device with a scanning Kelvin probe microscope.

6.2

Results

Figure 6.2 e is an optical micrograph of an LEC taken at t = 300 s after an
external voltage of V = 5 V was applied. A distinct light-emission zone is apparent
in the bulk of the active material at a distance d ~ 35 μm away from the negative
Au electrode interface. Figure 6.2 a and b present the 2D topography image and
the potential profile at open circuit, respectively, recorded on an identical device.
The structure in the potential profile is due to a minor charge transfer between the
Au electrodes and the MEH-PPV polymer. The two interfaces between the
electrodes and the active material are clearly distinguishable at d = 0 μm and d =
120 μm and indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 6.2 c and d present the temporal evolution of the potential profile
up to t = 180 s (with increasing time indicated by the arrow) and between t = 180
s and t = 600 s, respectively, for the same device during operation at V = 5 V. The
potential profile changes from dropping essentially linearly between the two
electrodes at t ~ 10 s (first line scan in Figure 6.2 c) to reach steady-state † at t
180 s (last line scan in Figure 6.2 c and Figure 6.2 d), where the steepest potential
drop is localized over a limited spatial region centered at d ~ 35 μm. It is notable
that the spatial position of this potential drop coincides very well with the location
of the light emission zone in panel e.
At this stage, it is relevant to consider the key steps within the
electrochemical doping model. (i) Following the application of an external voltage,
thin EDLs form at the electrode/active material interfaces; (ii) if the applied
voltage is sufficiently large (V  Eg/e, where Eg is the band gap of the organic
semiconductor and e is the elementary charge), holes and electrons are injected into
the organic semiconductor via the EDLs at the positive and negative electrodes,
respectively; (iii) the injected electronic charge carriers attract electrostatically
compensating ions, which establish doped regions with high conductivity at the two
electrode interfaces; (iv) a p-type doping front (comprising holes and compensating
anions) and an n-type doping front (comprising electrons and cations) grow
towards each other and, after a turn-on time, make contact, forming a p-n
junction; (v) subsequently injected holes and electrons migrate through the doped
regions and recombine within, or in close proximity of, the undoped p-n junction,
causing the emission of light.32,38
The electrodynamic model includes the first two steps above, but, notably,
does not include any electrochemical doping, and hence no conductivity increase or
p-n junction formation. Instead, it claims that the electronic charge carriers are
driven by diffusion in the undoped bulk of the active material, and importantly
that the potential drops at steady-state are localized at the metal electrode
interfaces.41,42
However, our observation of a significant localized potential drop
positioned in the bulk of the active material, far away from the electrode interfaces,
at steady state (see Figure 6.2 d) directly contradicts the electrodynamic model. In
contrast, the observation of a localized potential drop in the bulk that spatially
coincides with a distinct light-emitting zone is in perfect agreement with the
existence of a forward-biased p-n junction (as schematically illustrated in Figure
6.4 b). Thus, the data presented provide irrefutable evidence that LEC devices can
operate in a manner consistent with the electrochemical doping model.
We note that we do not detect the formation of EDLs at the metal
electrode interfaces during the initial operation of these devices (as predicted by
† Here, we use the term steady-state to indicate that the electrostatic potential profile changes very
little in a period lasting several minutes.
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both models). We propose, based on the temporal evolution of recorded AFM
phase data (see Figure B.1 and the corresponding discussion in the Appendix B)
and the subsequent absence of an interfacial potential drop between the negative
Au electrode and the n-type doped material at steady-state, that this is due to the
existence of a thin layer of active material on top of the electrodes that screens
some of the potential.
In order to attain more detailed information on the structure and stability
of the dynamic p-n junction and the kinetics and reversibility of the doping
process, we have investigated the effects of shifting the voltage applied to a device
operating at steady-state. Figure 6.3 a shows a 2D topography image that, together
with potential images at open circuit (not shown) and micrographs, identify the
positions of the electrode interfaces as indicated by the vertical dashed lines. Figure
6.3 b, f present the potential profile and a micrograph recorded at steady state at a
“forward bias” of V = +5 V. A direct correlation between a significant potential
drop in the bulk of the active material and the location of the emission zone is once
again observed. The device was thereafter left disconnected at open circuit ‡ for a
brief period of time (~30 s), and the first recorded potential profile after
disconnection is included as Figure 6.3 c. Finally, a “reverse bias” of V = -5 V was
applied. Figure 6.3 d presents the temporal evolution of the potential between t =
0 s and t = 1800 s following the application of the reverse bias (the arrow indicates
increasing time). Figure 6.3 e and g present the subsequent steady-state potential
profile at t = 1800 s and a micrograph recorded at t = 1920 s, respectively.
To facilitate a discussion of the recorded data in Figure 6.3, two schematics
are presented in Figure 6.4. First, we note that the steady-state potential profile
and the position of the light-emission zone in the inter-electrode gap at V = -5 V
(recorded at the end of the measurement) are essentially mirror images of those at
V = +5 V. This implies that all of the relevant processes are highly reversible
under the conditions and the time scale of this study, and that the effects of
chemical and electrochemical side reactions can be excluded from the coming
discussion.
We note with interest that Figure 6.3 c reveals a potential drop of ~ 2 V at
the location of the p-n junction, immediately after the voltage is switched from the
long-term, steady-state operation value of V = +5 V to open-circuit conditions.
This observation is consistent with the existence of a built-in potential of Vbi ~ 2 V
(approximately corresponding to the band-gap potential, VBG = Eg/e, of the
employed semiconductor, MEH-PPV) 48 over the p-n junction, with a polarity
opposite that of the applied voltage that built the p-n junction. We propose, in
analogy with the well-established physics of p-n junctions in inorganic crystalline
semiconductors, that Vbi can be attributed to an equilibration of electronic charge
‡ After completing the 5 V measurement, the source/measure unit circuit was opened, resulting in an
impedance in the external circuit of > 100 MOhm, i.e., effectively open circuit.
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Figure 6.2: (a) 2D topography image of an planar LEC device under open-circuit conditions. (b)
Electrostatic potential profile recorded on a pristine device under open-circuit conditions. (c) Temporal
evolution of the potential profile during the initial operation at V = 5 V; the arrow indicates increasing
time. The time delay between successive potential profiles was ~20 s. (d) The subsequent steady-state
potential profile recorded at V = 5 V. (e) Micrograph showing the light emission from a identical planar
LEC device during steady-state operation at V = 5 V; the positive and negative electrodes are indicated
by the + and – sign, respectively.
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Figure 6.3: (a) 2D topography image of a planar LEC device. (b) Electrostatic potential profile during
steady-state operation at V = +5 V. (c) Transient potential profile measured with the device
disconnected (open circuit), directly after long-term operation at V = +5 V. (d) Temporal evolution of
the potential profile after a subsequent switch to V = -5 V; the arrow indicates increasing time. (e)
Steady-state potential profile at V = -5 V. (f) Micrograph showing the light emission during steadystate operation at V = +5 V. (g) Subsequent micrograph showing the light emission from the same
device during steady-state operation at V = -5 V.
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Figure 6.4: Schematics illustrating the electrostatic profile (top part) and the electronic and ionic charge
distribution (bottom part) within a p-n junction structure established at V = +5 V. The net charge
motion is indicated by the white arrows. (a) shows the transient charge distribution and initial ionic
motion directly after a shift to open-circuit condition, where Vbi indicates the built-in potential over the
junction. (b) shows the steady-state charge distribution, electronic motion and radiative recombination
at V = +5 V.

carriers over the junction region. More specifically, one can envision the
establishment of a diffusion-drift balance for the electrons over a p-n junction at
open circuit, resulting in a uniform electrochemical potential for the electrons (or
Fermi level) throughout the device, as follows: “Fast” electrons diffuse from the ntype side to the p-type side leaving “slow” cations behind; this process establishes a
potential drop Vbi over the junction, which causes an equal and opposite drift of
electrons from the p-type side to the n-type side. (An equivalent set of events
involving “fast” holes and “slow” anions will simultaneously take place.)
Figure 6.4 a presents the electrostatic potential (top part) and a schematic
of the doping structure and the charge separation over a p-n junction at open
circuit, which rationalizes the recorded potential profile shown in Figure 6.3 c.
Figure 6.4 a also indicates the onset of net ionic motion over the junction, which
motivates the transient character of the potential profile; this relaxation process,
which is a manifestation of the non-equilibrated electrochemical potential for the
ions over the junction, is further discussed below.
The existence of Vbi over the junction region also rationalizes why the
probed potential Vtot over the p-n junction under steady-state conditions is smaller
than the applied potential V (see, e.g., Figure 6.3 b). The potential probed with
SKPM corresponds to the total electrostatic potential within the device, which here
is a combination of the externally applied potential and the built-in potential,
where the latter at steady state has a sign opposing the former; i.e., Vtot = V - Vbi
(see top part in Figure 6.4 b). The net charge separation over the junction region,
as well as the charge transport and radiative recombination, in a planar LEC
device at steady-state is depicted in Figure 6.4 b. The existence of Vbi also explains
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why the probed potential is larger than the applied voltage following a fast switch
in the polarity of the applied voltage (from +5 V to – 5 V in Figure 6.3 d). Here,
the applied voltage and the built-in potential are temporarily oriented in the same
direction, and the total probed potential is accordingly Vtot = V + Vbi > V.
The p-n junctions discussed here are distinctly different from conventional
p-n junctions in, e.g., Si, in that the compensating, and dopant-stabilizing, counterions are mobile. Thus, these novel doping structures are appropriately termed
dynamic p-n junctions, whereas more conventional p-n junctions are static
structures. The mobility of the ions allows the dynamic p-n junction to be formed
in-situ, but also means that the doping and junction will dissipate and/or reform in
response to a shift in the external applied voltage, as demonstrated in Figure 6.3.
The latter redistribution processes involve a complicated interplay of electronic and
ionic motion, as exemplified in the complex evolution of the potential profiles in
Figure 6.3 d following a shift in the applied voltage.
Finally, we note that a dynamic p-n junction can only be stable above a
critical applied voltage exceeding the built-in potential, V > Vbi, since the ionic
concentration gradients and the accompanying doping profiles will dissipate at a
lower voltage. A simple example involving the stability of the cationic
concentration gradient can illustrate this point (but the same argument holds for
the anionic gradient as well): The cations on the n-type side of the p-n junction
exhibit a net diffusive motion towards the p-type side (due to the cationic
concentration gradient over the junction), and this diffusive motion can only be
compensated by a drift motion of cations in the opposite direction if the total
electrostatic potential over the junction (the sum of V and Vbi) drives the cations in
the direction opposing the concentration gradient. Thus, since Vbi opposes V under
steady-state conditions, it follows directly that V > Vbi is the prerequisite for a
stable dynamic p-n junction structure. One scenario under which the ionic
concentration gradients and the junction structure are unstable (i.e., V < Vbi) is
illustrated in Figure 6.4 a, while Figure 6.4 b shows a situation (V = 5 V > Vbi) at
which the p-n junction structure is stable.

6.3

Conclusions

We have utilized a combination of SKPM and light emission probing to
establish that a p-n junction can form in-situ in the bulk of the active material of
an LEC during operation. This observation provides irrefutable evidence for that
the so-called electrochemical doping model can describe the operation of LECs,
which is relevant in the context of an ongoing debate in the scientific literature.
Moreover, the availability of a dynamic organic p-n junction opens the possibility
for interesting fundamental physics. For example, we demonstrate the existence of
a built-in potential over the junction, which must be compensated by an external
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voltage in order to stabilize the junction structure. Finally, we note that the
tantalizing subject of dynamic organic p-n junctions is largely unexplored, and that
further studies in this field could open for a wide range of novel and useful
applications.

6.4

Measurements

The conjugated polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV, Mw = 150.000 g/mol, Aldrich) and poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO, Mw = 5x106 g/mol, Aldrich) were used as received. The salt KCF3SO3 (98%,
Alfa Aesar) was dried at a temperature (T) of 473 K under N2 atmosphere before
use. Master solutions were prepared in a concentration of 10 mg/ml by dissolving
MEH-PPV in chloroform (>99%, anhydrous, Aldrich), and by dissolving PEO and
KCF3SO3 separately in cyclohexanone (99%, Merck). A blend solution was
prepared by mixing the master solutions together in a mass ratio of MEHPPV:PEO:KCF3SO3 = 1:1.35:0.25, followed by stirring on a magnetic hot plate at
T = 323 K for 12 h. The glass substrates (11 cm2) were cleaned by subsequent
ultrasonic treatment in detergent, acetone and isopropanol.
The glass substrates were spin coated with the blend solution (at 800 rpm
for 60 s, followed by 1000 rpm for 10 s), and thereafter dried on a hot plate at T =
320 K for 12 h. The resulting active material film had a thickness of ~300 nm, as
established with AFM. Au electrodes were deposited on top of the active material
by thermal evaporation of Au under high vacuum (p ~110-6 mBar); the interelectrode gap of 120 μm was established with a shadow mask. All fabrication steps,
excluding the cleaning of substrates, were done in two interconnected glove boxes
filled with N2 ([O2] < 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm).
The optical probing of the light emission zone was performed under high
vacuum (p <10-5 mBar) at room temperature in an optical-access cryostat, using a
SLR camera (Canon EOS20) equipped with a macro lens (focal length: 65 mm) and
a teleconverter (2x). In parallel with the optical probing, the current was measured
with a computer controlled source-measure unit (Keithley 2400).
All SKPM images were recorded in a glove box under N2 atmosphere ([O2]
< 1 ppm and [H2O] < 1 ppm) with a commercial AFM system (Veeco Instruments
MultiMode AFM with Nanoscope IV controller) operating in Lift Mode (typical
tip-sample gap 15 nm) employing sharp silicon tips with a Pt coating (Olympus
OMCL-AC240TM-B2, apex radius < 15 nm, k ~ 2 N/m, cone angle < 25°,
resonant frequency ~ 70 kHz). Tip coarse positioning and in-situ electroluminescence detection were done via a CCD camera attached to a long-working distance
microscope inside the glove box. The parallel electrical characterization was
performed with a Keithley 4200 unit connected to the SKPM via an electrical port
in the glove box. All measurements were done at room temperature.
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Appendix A
Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy on
Polymer:Fullerene Organic Solar Cells

In Chapter 3, the results from STS measurements on MDMO-PPV:PCBM
(spin coated from toluene, giving a relatively course phase separation) were shown
including simulations of local I -V curves. In Chapter 5, we have shown that the
numerical model can be used to calculate bulk I -V curves of different
polymer:fullerene BHJ. In this appendix the experimental and simulated local
I -V curves of three BHJ with relatively fine phase separation, which have been
discussed in detail in Chapter 5, will be presented: P3HT:PCBM (1:1) spin coated
from chlorobenzene and annealed at 130 °C, PF10TBT:PCBM (1:4) and MDMOPPV:PCBM, both spin coated from chlorobenzene. A more detailed description of
sample preparation is given in Chapter 5, paragraph 5.
The topographical STM images of P3HT:PCBM, PF10TBT:PCBM and
MDMO-PPV:PCBM in Figure A.1 show fine phase separation, where the typical
size of the clusters is d2 ~ 40, 100, and 40 nm, respectively. The morphology of
these three samples has been described in Chapter 5. In short, PF10TBT:PCBM
and MDMO-PPV:PCBM have clusters consisting of pure PCBM embedded in a
polymer-rich phase, in which PCBM molecules are still present. In contrast,
P3HT:PCBM has a network of pure P3HT phase embedded in a mixed, PCBMrich, phase. Since the STM topographical data were acquired at positive setpoint
(sample) bias, the bright areas correspond to regions of high hole conductance, i.e.
having a high mobility of holes. Thus the brighter spots are assigned to the
polymer richest phase.
Next to the STM measurements, which reveal conductance at one setpoint
bias, we have performed STS measurements, which give entire I -V spectra, to get
information on charge extraction. Figure A.2 shows averaged local I -V curves. In
the dark, all three samples have zero current at negative bias. Thus, the current at
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V < Vbi measured under illumination (red and blue curve) is purely the current of
photocreated electrons. The insets show individual I -V curves before averaging.
a)

b)

8 nm

c)

100 nm

200 nm

100 nm
0 nm

Figure A.1: Topographies as measured during STS experiments on (a) annealed P3HT:PCBM (500×500
nm), (b) 1:4 PF10TBT:PCBM (1000×1000 nm) and (c) MDMO-PPV:PCBM spin cast from
chlorobenzene (300×300 nm). The vertical scale is 8 nm for all images.
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Figure A.2: I-V curves obtained by STS on the same samples as in Figure A.1, i.e. (a) P3HT:PCBM, (b)
PF10TBT:PCBM and (c) MDMO-PPV:PCBM. The main graph shows I -V curves in the dark (black
squares), and under illumination (red and blue circles). The black curves have been calculated using the
drift/diffusion model with parameters as given in chapter 5, except for an increased size of the clusters
d 2 = 80, 150 and 350 nm, respectively, and the tip workfunction of 4.5 eV. The insets show individual
I -V curves before averaging.
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Under illumination, two distinct types of I -V curves are observed: one having a
high electron current and one having a low electron current. It has been shown in
Chapter 3 that a high electron current is collected from the PCBM-richest phase,
whereas the low electron current is collected from the polymer richest phase.
In Chapter 3, we have shown that the extracted photocurrent decreases
with decreasing cluster size. Figure A.3 shows simulations of local I -V curves
when the tip is placed above a PCBM cluster of a particular size. Solid lines show
the expected I -V curve for the cluster size as observed by AFM and STM. The
magnitude of the current is substantially lower than what is observed in the STS
experiments shown in Figure A.2. The highest electron current is calculated for
PF10TBT:PCBM with d2 = 100 nm. However, experimentally the highest current is
collected from MDMO-PPV:PCBM.

2

I [pA]

0

-2

-4
P3HT:PCBM d2=40 nm
PF10TBT:PCBM d2=100 nm

-6

MDMO-PPV:PCBM d2=40 nm
PF10TBT:PCBM d2=40 nm

-8
-1

0

1

V [V]

Figure A.3: Local I -V curves obtained by the 2D model for an STM tip on the PCBM (-rich) cluster
of diameter d 2 in P3HT:PCBM (solid blue line, d 2 = 40 nm), PF10TBT:PCBM (solid red line, d 2 = 100
nm and dashed red line d 2 = 40 nm), and MDMO-PPV:PCBM (solid green line, d 2 = 40 nm).

MDMO-PPV:PCBM spin coated from toluene has a well defined
morphology where PCBM clusters are completely separated from each other and
pass through the entire active layer thickness. This morphology has been assumed
in all simulations performed in Chapter 4, resulting in an excellent agreement
between the experiment and the model. However, the same assumption does not
necessarily hold in the active layers presented here, which have a much finer phase
separation. In the simulations in Figure A.2, we have reproduced the magnitude
and shape of the I -V curves of P3HT:PCBM, PF10TBT:PCBM, and MDMOPPV:PCBM by increasing the diameter of the PCBM-rich domains from 40 nm to
80 nm, from 100 nm to 150 nm, and from 40 nm to 250 nm, respectively. The
calculated current from the polymer rich phase is not size (d1) dependent and
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corresponds well to the measured data (short-dashed lines in Figure A.2). These
results suggest that effectively the charge has been extracted from a much larger
volume than expected for a single PCBM cluster of the measured, geometrical
diameter, due to interconnection of PCBM-rich clusters. Figure A.3 also shows
calculated results when the same morphology (d2 = 40 nm) is used for all three
BHJ.
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Before biasing the device, the phase signal is relatively constant over the
entire device (see the scan lines above the arrow in the bottom panel of Figure
B.1). Given the difference in visco-elastic properties between the organic active
material and the Au electrodes, this is quite unexpected. We interpret this as an
indication that the electrodes are actually covered by a thin organic layer, despite
the fact that they were deposited after spin coating. Once the device is biased, i.e.,
below the arrows in Figure B.1, a remarkable phase signal difference between the nand p-doped sides develops. Apparently, the p-type doping results in a change in
visco-elastic properties of the organic material. It is important to point out that the
(change in) phase signal extends over the positively biased electrode on the right.
This confirms the notion that the electrodes are covered by a thin layer of the
active material. This layer will prevent the observation of the potential drop at the
electrodes by SKPM.
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Figure B.1: Topography (top) and phase (bottom) images recorded during SKPM probing of a planar
LEC device. Scan direction is from top to bottom. The green solid lines indicate the edge of the contact
electrodes, and the blue dashed lines indicate the position of the p-n junction after switching on a V =
+5 V bias at the position indicated by the black arrows. The positive electrode is positioned to the
right.
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Organic solar cells have attracted considerable attention in the past few
years due to their potential for providing safe, inexpensive and clean energy
without carbon dioxide emission. One of the promising approaches is the
polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cell, in which a blend of
semiconducting polymer and fullerene is sandwiched between two electrodes. The
blending can result in a range of different morphologies, from (almost) no phase
separation to coarse and almost complete phase separation. In general, the phase
separated morphology can be described as an interpenetrating network of a
polymer-rich phase which acts as electron donor and a fullerene-rich phase which
acts as electron acceptor. Fine phase separation provides a large generation of
charges since the interface, at which the exciton dissociation takes place, is very
large. On the other hand, coarse phase separation is more likely to provide
percolating pathways to the electrodes, leading to a more efficient charge transport.
The balance between fine and coarse phase separation has to be found to enable
both efficient generation and efficient transport of charges.
Since phase separation and, more general, the overall morphology are
crucial for the performance of BHJ, advanced scanning probe techniques such as
scanning
Kelvin
probe
microscopy
(SKPM),
scanning
tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/S) and conductive atomic force microscopy (CAFM), are used in order to get more insight into how the nanoscale morphology
translates into performance of polymer:fullerene BHJ. These advanced scanning
probe techniques can be used to relate macroscopic electrical properties to the
nanoscale morphology and phase separation. Based on these results a morphological
drift-diffusion model has been developed that helps to quantify this relation.
In this thesis three different polymers have been used: regioregular poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT), poly[2,7-(9,9-didecylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2,1,
3-benzothiadiazole)] (PF10TBT) and poly[2-methoxy-5-(3´,7´dimethyloctyloxy)-1,
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4-phenylenevinylene] (MDMO-PPV) mixed in solution with PCBM ([6,6]-phenylC61-butyric acid methyl ester). The typical length scale of phase separation and the
efficiency of these systems ranges from 0.5 μm and 0.5 % for MDMO-PPV:PCBM
spin coated from toluene to 10 nm and 4 % for P3HT:PCBM spin coated from
chlorobenzene.
In Chapter 2, correlated AFM and scanning Kelvin probe microscopy
measurements with sub-100 nm resolution, performed in the dark and under
illumination are described. The contrast and shifts of the surface potential in dark
and light are fully quantitatively explained using numerical modeling. It is shown
that under illumination an excess of photogenerated electrons is present in both the
donor and acceptor phases. From the time evolution of the surface potential after
switching off the light, the contributions of free and trapped electrons are
identified. Moreover, by comparing devices with fine and coarse phase separation it
is found that the inferior performance of the latter devices is caused, at least
partially, by poor electron transport.
In Chapter 4, STM and STS are used to measure the local photovoltaic
performance of prototypical polymer:fullerene (MDMO-PPV:PCBM) bulk
heterojunction films with ~10 nm resolution. Fullerene-rich clusters are found to
act as sinks, extracting electrons from a ~20-45 nm wide shell layer of a
homogenously mixed polymer:fullerene matrix, surrounding the fullerene cluster.
The experimental results are quantitatively modeled with a 2D drift-diffusion
model that accounts for the specific morphology. The same 2D model is
subsequently used to calculate the performance of macroscopic solar cells, varying
the composition of the film and the characteristic size of the phase separation.
Using these calculations, the ideal morphology of this bulk heterojunction organic
solar cell is determined and is found to be very close to what is experimentally
realized. With this work, a connection is made between nanoscopic and
macroscopic photovoltaic device performance.
Next to the scanning probe experiments, a 2D morphological has been
developed to connect the nanoscale behavior to bulk measurements. This model is
based on the drift-diffusion equations and considers the phase separated
morphology in lowest order. In Chapters 3 and 5, it is used to calculate current vs.
voltage and short circuit current vs. light intensity curves of polymer:fullerene BHJ
solar cells with different degrees of nanoscale phase separation. In chapter 3, it is
found for MDMO-PPV:PCBM BHJ that the experimentally observed short circuit
current enhancement with finer phase separation is due to a reduction in
bimolecular recombination caused by lateral transport of photogenerated electrons
to the fullerene-rich phase. At high bias, vertical electron transport is enhanced at
the cost of the lateral transport, causing a significant field-dependent carrier
extraction for coarse morphologies.
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A wide range of different phase separated morphologies and corresponding
performances is studied in Chapter 5. In this chapter, the mapping of the complex
3D phase separation on a simplified 2D or even 1D description is discussed in
detail. This mapping allows one to predict, for a particular system, the potential
for increasing device performance by further optimizing the morphology. The
optimal simplified morphology consists of two interpenetrated percolating networks
that allow for fast lateral separation of photocreated charges. This morphology can
effectively be described as 1D.
The last chapter covers SKPM on operational light emitting
electrochemical cells (LEC). The measured potential profiles show the propagation
of doping fronts and the formation of a p-n junction far from the electrodes. These
observations prove that electrochemical doping can take place in LEC and confirm
the so-called electrochemical model. As such, a long-standing debate on the
possibility of this type of operation could be settled.
To summarize, this thesis shows different advanced scanning probe
techniques employed to BHJ, together with (bulk) device characterization. The
bridge between nano- and macro-behavior was built by a 2D morphological charge
transport model. The most important result obtained in this work is that lateral
transport of photocreated charges, in competition with bimolecular recombination,
is crucial for the performance of BHJ.
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Samenvatting
Organische elektronica begrijpen dankzij scanning
probe microscopie

De laatste jaren hebben organische zonnecellen sterk in de belangstelling
gestaan vanwege het vooruitzicht om bij te dragen aan goedkope, veilige en
koolstofdioxide-vrije energieproductie. Binnen dit veld zijn organische
polymeer:fullereen bulk-heterojunctie zonnecellen (BHJ) een veelbelovend concept.
In deze devices is een dunne laag bestaande uit een mengsel van een halfgeleidend
polymeer en een eveneens halfgeleidend fullereen opgesloten tussen twee elektrodes.
Het mengen kan resulteren in een scala aan verschillende morfologieën, met
(vrijwel) geen fasescheiding en grove, (vrijwel) complete fasescheiding als extremen.
In het algemeen kan deze fasegescheiden morfologie beschreven worden als een
interpenetrerend netwerk van een polymeerrijke fase die fungeert als elektrondonor,
en een fullereenrijke fase die fungeert als elektronacceptor. Een fijne fasescheiding
geeft in de regel een verhoudingsgewijs sterke ladingsgeneratie doordat het
grensvlak tussen donor- en acceptorfases, waar ladingsscheiding plaats vindt, groot
is. Anderzijds geeft een grove fasescheiding meer kans op percolerende paden naar
de elektrodes, en daarmee op een efficiënter ladingstransport. Een goede balans
tussen fijne en grove fasescheiding is daarom noodzakelijk om zowel efficiënte
ladingsgeneratie als efficiënt ladingstransport mogelijk te maken.
Aangezien fasescheiding en de morfologie in algemene zin cruciaal zijn voor
de prestaties van BHJ zonnecellen worden regelmatig geavanceerde scanning probe
technieken als scanning Kelvin probe microscopie (SKPM), scanning tunneling
microscopie/spectroscopie (STM/S) en geleidende atomaire kracht microscopie
(AFM) gebruik om inzicht te krijgen in de relatie tussen morfologie en
functionaliteit voor polymeer:fullereen BHJ’s. In dit proefschrift worden deze
technieken gebruikt om elektrische eigenschappen op macroscopische schaal te
relateren aan morfologie en fasescheiding op nanoschaal. Op basis van de resultaten
is vervolgens een drift-diffusiemodel voor ladingstransport ontwikkeld dat helpt
deze relaties te kwantificeren.
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In dit proefschrift zijn drie verschillende polymeren gebruikt: regioregulair
poly(3-hexylthiofeen) (P3HT), poly[2,7-(9,9-didecylfluoreen)-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl
-2,1,3-benzothiadiazool)] (PF10TBT) and poly[2-methoxy-5-(3´,7´-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-fenyleenvinyleen] (MDMO-PPV). BHJ’s werden gemaakt door deze
polymeren in oplossing te mengen met PCBM ([6,6]-fenyl-C61-butaanzure methyl
ester). De typische lengteschaal van de fasescheiding en het rendement van deze
systemen varieert van 0.5 μm en 0.5% voor MDMO-PPV:PCBM gespincoat uit
tolueen tot 10 nm en 4% voor P3HT:PCBM gespincoat uit chloorbenzeen.
In hoofdstuk 2 worden gecorreleerde AFM en SKPM metingen, met een
resolutie beter dan 100 nm, uitgevoerd in het donker en onder belichting aan BHJ’s
beschreven.
Het
waargenomen
contrast
en
de
verschuivingen
in
oppervlaktepotentiaal in het donker en licht worden volledig kwantitatief verklaard
met het numerieke model. Onder belichting is een overschot aan elektronen in
zowel de donor- als de acceptorfase aanwezig. Uit het tijdsverloop van de
oppervlaktepotentiaal na uitschakelen van de belichting zijn de bijdragen van zowel
de vrije als getrapte ladingen geïdentificeerd. Door devices met fijne en grove
fasescheiding te vergelijken kon vastgesteld worden dat de inferieure prestaties van
laatstgenoemde devices tenminste voor een deel het gevolg is van slecht
elektrontransport.
In hoofdstuk 4 worden STM en STS gebruikt om het locale gedrag van
typische polymeer:fullereen BHJ’s (bestaande uit MDMO-PPV:PCBM) te meten
met ~10 nm resolutie. Fullereenrijke clusters blijken als ‘afvoer’ voor fotogecreëerde
elektronen te dienen. Deze elektronen worden onttrokken aan een ~20-45 nm brede
laag van het homogeen gemengd polymeer:fullereen materiaal dat het PCBM
cluster omgeeft. De experimentele resultaten worden kwantitatief beschreven met
een 2D drift-diffusiemodel dat de specifieke morfologie in rekening brengt. Hetzelfde
model is vervolgens gebruikt om de prestatiekentallen van macroscopische
zonnecellen uit te rekenen, waarbij de compositie van de film en de karakteristieke
lengteschaal van de fasescheiding gevarieerd zijn. Op grond van deze berekeningen
is de ‘ideale’ morfologie voor dit systeem bepaald. Deze blijkt zeer dicht bij de
experimenteel gerealiseerde morfologie te liggen. Met dit werk is een verbinding
gemaakt tussen ‘nanoscopisch’ en macroscopisch devicegedrag.
Naast scanning probe experimenten is ook een 2D morfologisch model
ontwikkeld om metingen op de nanoschaal in verband te kunnen brengen met
metingen aan volledige devices. Dit model is gebaseerd op de driftdiffusievergelijkingen en behandelt de fasegescheiden morfologie in laagste orde. In
hoofdstukken 3 en 5 gebruiken we dit om de verbanden tussen stroom en spanning
en tussen kortsluitstroom en lichtintensiteit te berekenen voor polymeer:fullereen
BHJ zonnecellen met verschillende gradaties van fasescheiding. In hoofdstuk 3
wordt voor de MDMO-PPV:PCBM BHJ aangetoond dat de experimenteel
waargenomen toename in kortsluitstroom voor fijnere fasescheiding het gevolg is
van een reductie in bimoleculaire recombinatie, veroorzaakt door lateraal transport
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van fotogegenereerde elektronen naar de fullereenrijke fase. Bij hoge spanningen
wordt verticaal elektrontransport versterkt ten opzichte van lateraal
elektrontransport, wat leidt tot een significante veldafhankelijkheid in de
ladingsextractie voor grove morfologieën.
Een breed spectrum van fasegescheiden morfologieën en hun bijbehorende
prestaties wordt bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 5. Hierin wordt eerst de vertaling van de
complexe 3D morfologie naar een gesimplificeerde 2D of zelfs 1D beschrijving in
detail besproken. Deze vertaalslag maakt het mogelijk om, voor een gegeven
systeem, de mogelijkheid te voorspellen om de deviceprestaties te verbeteren door
de morfologie (verder) te optimaliseren. De optimale, gesimplificeerde morfologie
bestaat uit twee interpenetrerende en percolerende netwerken die een snelle laterale
scheiding van fotogegenereerde ladingen mogelijk maken. Deze morfologie kan
effectief beschreven worden in 1D.
Het laatste hoofdstuk gaat over SKPM aan werkende lichtemitterende
elektrochemische cellen (LEC’s). De gemeten potentiaalprofielen laten het
voortbewegen van doteringsfronten en de vorming van een p-n overgang –ver weg
van de elektrodes– zien. De waarnemingen tonen aan dat elektrochemische dotering
daadwerkelijk kan plaatsvinden in LEC’s en bevestigen daarmee het zogenaamde
‘elektrochemische model’. Hiermee kon een langlopend debat over de
(on)mogelijkheid van dit operationele principe beslecht worden.
Samenvattend toont dit proefschrift de toepassing van verschillende
geavanceerde scanning probe technieken aan BHJ’s in samenhang met
karakterisatiemetingen
van
complete
devices.
Een
2D
morfologisch
ladingstransportmodel fungeert daarbij als brug tussen nano- en macrogedrag. Het
belangrijkste resultaat in dit werk is dat lateraal transport van fotogegenereerde
ladingen, in competitie met bimoleculaire recombinatie, cruciaal is voor de
prestaties van organische, op bulk-heterojuncties gebaseerde zonnecellen.
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